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Tlıis book is especially mitten for the stndents of tlıe Faculty of Economic 
Admınistrative Sciences studying Business Administration, Economics, International 
Relations in English, as a supplementary book of the ‘Statistics Courses’. The problems 
and Solutions are related with the topics mostly covered in flrst semester of a two 
Statistics course. The related topics required to solve the problems are explained briefly in 
tlıe Solutions of the problems. Therefore the student may easily recognize the contents of 
the subjecls necessary for solving the problem.
and
semester
The problems are formulated in a way that fits to the situations and conditions of 
Turkey unlike tlıe books that are mitten by foreign authors in English. Though 
problems that the managers and decision makers face in economics and business 
environment are mostly similar, there may be differences in countries like different 
economic and business environments, different money units and measurement units as 
length, weight, area, ete. Therefore, the problems are appropriate for the needs of graduates 
in their professional life in Turkey.
many
The text has been mitten in a somewhat conversational style as if giving lecture in 
a elass-room to inerease the understanding of the students. The origins of the problems 
mainly the researehes that we have conducled or the examples that are prepared for the 
lectures and the questions of the statistics exams for years. Therefore we had to opportunity 
to see the mistakes that the students had made vvlıile solving tlıese problems and tried to 
reveal the students aboul the potential mistakes by giving explanations under the headings 
“Attenûori\ Interprelations of the results are also made to facilitate the students to use the 
statistical tecluıiques as tool in decision making process in their professional life..
are
Though, there may be the effect of the books botlı mitten in English or Turkish 
while fomıulating sonıe of tlıese problems, none of them are exactly taken from those books. 
Hotvever there are sonıe typical problems that can be faced in any statistics books like 
deciding to accept or reject a lot on the basis of the probability of observing specifıc ııumber 
of defeetive itenıs and the like.
The topics that are covered in this problems book are mainly; “Data Classification, 
Data Summarisation, Measures of Central Tendency and Measures of Dispersion” in Part I, 
“Probability” in Part II and “Probabüity Distributions” in Part m.
In the problems of the first part, analysis of both the raw data and classifıed data is 
made. The steps that should be followed in classification procedure is explained and in 
addition to the frequency distribution tables, classified data are presented by graphical 
displays and mainly Excel and SPSS software packages are used for displaying these 
graphics. Arithmetic mean, weiğhted mean, geometric mean, mode, median, quartiles, 
range, interquartile range, mean absoiute deviaüon, variance, Standard deviation, coefiicient 
of variation are covered and some of these are computed both for ungrouped and grouped 
data.
In the problems of the second part, concept of probability is covered and the types 
of the events like mutually exclusive, complementary, collectively exhaustive dependent 
and independent events are explained within the problems. Based on the characteristics of 
the events, application of addition and the multiplication nıles, in combining the events are 
explained and the probabilities like marginal, joint and conditional probabilities are 
computed in the problems. Problems related with “Bayes Rule” and problems that are 
formulated as contingency tables are also solved.
The problems of the third part is related with the discrete and continous probability 
distributions. Characteristics of binomial probability distributions, Poisson process and 
normal probability distribution are discussed in the problems. For each of the problems 
related with normal distribution, by using Excel program, graphs are prepared to show the 
areas corresponding to the required probabilities. :'
The problems are mostly solved by using statistical software packages. These are 
mainly Microsta, NCSS, SPSS. “Data Analysis” and “Functions” option of Excel program 
is also used to solve the problems.
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Data Classification, Data Summarization, Measures of Central 
Tendency and Measures of Dispersion:
The problems in this section are mainly related with summarizing mass of data by 
constructing frequency distributions and describing data by measures of Central tendency 
and dispersion. Presentation of data by graphical displays Iike histogram, firequency polygon 
and ogives are also shown in the Solutions.
1- Weekly payment of randomly selected 50 textile workers 
table.
are given in the follovving







1.55, 1.14, 1.95, 3.28, 2.92,
1.34, 1.42, 2.89, 2.63, 1.60,
1.41, 1.67, 1.18, 1.27, 1.31,








a - Classify the data set, construct the frequency and relative frequency distribution tables. 
b - Construct cumulative frequency distribution table and cumıılative relative frequency 
distribution tables. 
c - Draw histogram. 
d - Draw relative frequency histogram. 
e - Draw frequency polygon. 
f- Draw ogives.
SOLUTION
a - First step in classification procedure for the purpose of constructing a frequency 
distribution is to find out the range of the data set.
Range = Highesl value - Lowest value. (These values are given as bold in Table 1.1) 
Range = 3.28-0.91 = 2.37.
Second step is to decide about the number of classes and class widths. The number of the 
classes used for grouping data is selected arbitrarily based on the nature of the data and the 
purpose of the user. Hovvever, a reasonable number of classes and class vvidth should be 
selected. What is important is; to avoid the loss of infomıation by selecting few classes. On 
the other hand, it should be noticed that if too many classes are used, the purpose of 
classification and summarization would not be achieved. For example; if emptv classes or 
classes with frequency of 1 or 2 occur, it may indicate that number of classes are too large.
1
Altemative number of classes, class widths can be used and final choice can be made afler 
evaluating the altematives.




Altemative class widths based on the number of classes chosen may be as follows: 
6 classes:
2.38 / 6 - 0.396 Instead of 0.396, it is better to round it and use 0.4 as class width. Because 
grouping the data into classes and computations by grouped data can be 
simplified. Representation of data and class limits are also better if 
rounded class widths and multiples of 5, or 0.5 are used.
or
5 classes:
2.38 / 5 - 0.476 Here again the width can be assumed as 0.5.
As seen above, number of classes and class width should be determined together as thev 
depend each other.
Attention: Raw data can be dassified by the help of statistics software programs. In such 
statistics sofhvare packages, you have the chance of trying different class widths. 
This provides opportunity to select the most appropriate class vvidth and number 
of classes in accordance with the purpose.
In ıhe foll°wıng table, weekly payments are grouped into 5 classes and the class width is
;n o,?ÜC?.that İ0W6r d3SS 1İmİt 0f the first class is °'90’ rather than the minimum value 
tu.yt) m the raw data set. That ıs; you do not necessarily start with the minimum value as 
the lower limit of the first class. Both for making the computations easier and good 
representation of data, the follotving classification altemative is better to be considered 
rather than the classes like 0.91 <1.41; 1.41 < 1.91 ete.
Table 1.2 Frequency distribution and relative frequency distribution table.
No. of Workers 
(ffeguencv)
Weekly Payment 
(in million TL1 
•90 lessthan 1 40
1.40 less than 1.90 
1.90 lessthan2 40
2.40 less than 2 90
Relative Frequency
(as proportion)(as percent)
8 16.00 % 0.16
22 44.00 % 0.44
12 24.00 % 0.246 12.00 %
4.00 % 
100 %
0.122.90 less than 3 40 :2 0.04Total; 50 1.00
2
it .
Follovvıng descnptıons that are given as examples can be made about vveekly payments from 
the above frequency dıstribution table (Table 1.2).
• Out of 50 workers, 22 workers’ weekly payment is betvveen 1.4 and 1.9 million TL. 1.4 
ıs included as the classes are defined as including the Iower class limit. 1.90 is excluded 
as the values up to that value is included in considered class.
• 24 % of the workers have vveekly payment between 1.9 and 2.4 million TL.
• Proportion of workers who have weekly payment between 900.000 and 1.4 million TL is 
0.16.
Attention: “less than” quotations are used between the class boundaries. Note that, value(s) 
equal to the lower class limit of the classes are included in that class but the data 
equal to the upper class limit of the classes are not included in that class but 
included in the succeedıng class. This approach is more convenient than 
constructing classes like 0.90 to 1.39, 1.40 to 1.89, both for simplifying the 
computations of summary measures like mean and for covering eveıy possible 
data like 1.395 or 1.896.
Attention: For simplifying the presentation in frequency distribution tables, “less than” 
quotations will not be repeated in each of the tables in the foUowing problems 
and Solutions. It should be accepted that each class includes the values equal or 
more than the lower class limit up to the upper class limit excluding the values 
tiıal are exactly equal to the upper class limit.
b - Cumulative and relative cumulative frequency distributions can be constructed either in 
ascending order (Table 1.3) or in descending order (Table 1.4).





Cumulative Relative Frequency 
(ascending)
(as percent) (as proportion)
Weekly Payment 
(in million TL)
.90 - 1.40 8 16.00 % 0.16
1.40 - 1.90 30 60.00 % 0.60
1.90 - 2.40 42 84.00 % 0.84
2.40 - 2.90 48 96.00 % 0.96
2.90 - 3.40 50 100.00 % 1.00
Following descriptions can be made about vveekly payments from the above cumulative 
frequency distribution table in ascending order (Table 1.3).
• 48 vvorkers’ vveekly payment is less than 2.9 million
• 84 percent of the vvorkers’ vveekly payment is less than 2.4
• Proportion of the vvorkers vvho have vveekly payment less than 1.4 million is 0.16
• Proportion of the vvorkers vvho have vveekly payment less than 1.9 million is 0.60
r
Table 1.4 Cumulative frequency and cumulative relalive fTequency dislribution 
tables in descending order.






(in million TL) (as proportion)
1.00100.00 %50.90 - 1.40
0.8484.00 %421.40 - 1.90
0.4040.00 %201.90 - 2.40
0.1616.00 %82.40 - 2.90 
2.90 - 3.40 0.044.00 %2
Following descriptions can be made about weekly payments from the above cumulative 
frequency distribution table in descending order (Table 1.4).
• 42 woıkers’ weekly payment is equal or more than 1.4 million.
• Proportion of the workers who have weekly payment equal or more than 1.9 million is 
0.40.
• 16 percent of the vvorkers’ weekly payment is equal or more than 2.4.
• Proportion of the workers who have weekly payment equal or more than 2.9 million is 
0.04.
Attention: Ascending order cumulative frequencies corresponding to a class, represent total 
number of workers who receives less than the amount stated as the upper class 
limit of the considered class. Descending order cumulative frequencies 
corresponding to a class, represent total number of workers who receives 
than or equal to the amount stated as the lower class limit of the considered 
class.
c Histogram is a graphical presentation of data set grouped into classes. Cartesian 
coordınates are used for drawing histograms. Classes are recorded on the apsis and the 
u ^UtC °r re*at*ve) are recorded on ordinate. However frequencies are 
3refS °f lhe reclangles whose bases are the wıdths of the classes. That is 
casfofnnP^rf”8^6!,^6 T neCeSSarily correspond to the frequencies of the classes in 
î 0r1e'xample; Sa* distribution has a class that has
clS S theS f th,e °/her Classes’ widths are 1 <ie- ‘"’ice of the other 
half of the class freniıeı^ r8^ ° reclangle represenling that unequal class should be 
İteSnSSdJ' T56 Lhe Pr0dUCt 0f the base (2 units) a"d ‘he height (half of 
reprStthSrÎenciÎ ^ 6 As a result lhe a^eas of the rectangles
R*fer Problem 10 on page 28 as an example of a histogram
more















.9-1.40 1.40-1.90 1.90-2.40 2.40-2.90 2.90-3.40
Weekly payment
Fig. 1.1. Histogram of Weekly Payments of 50 Textile Workers.
d - The only difference between the histogram shown in fig 1.1. and the relative frequency 
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.9-1.40 1.40-1.90 1.90-2.40 2.40-2.90 2.90-3.40
Wcckly payment
Fig. 1.2. Relative Frequency Histogram of Weekly Payments of 50 Textile Workers
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e - Freouency polygon is another graphical display oblained by conneclıng the midpoints or 
the classes by straight lines. It can be obtained by connecting the midpoints of the 
rectangles in İıistogram. Absolule or relalive frequencies can be used on ordinate.
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f - Ogives are drawn on Ihe basis of the cumulative or relative cumulative freauencies. In 
üıe following figures “less than ogive” based on ascending order relative cumulative 
frequencıes and “or nıore ogive” based on descending order cumulative freq 
given respectively. 1uencıes are
Fig. 1.5. “Less than” Ogive.




2 - Product manager of a new product - that has been recently introduced to the market - 
wants to evaluate the pattem of the demand of (his product. For this puıpose, percent 
change in sales amount in recent month with respect to Üıe prevıous month is computed by 
using the data collected from 40 Stores located in different territories. In the following table 
increases and decreases in sales amount of those Stores are recorded as percent changes.
Table 2.1. Percent Changes in Sales Amount of 40 Stores behveen 2 Montlıs.
0.10, 0.15, 0.40, 0.60, 0.70,
0.80, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90, 0.90,’
1.20, 1.20, 1.25,’
1.80, 1.90, 2.00,
-0.45, -0.30, -0.25, 0.05,
0.70, 0.70, 0.75, 0.80,
0.95, 1.00, 1.00, 1.10, 1.10, 1.10,





a - Classify percent change in amount of sales of 40 Stores, 
b - Constnıct the relative frequency histogram and show mode on the histogram. 
c - How many Stores will be classified as the most successful Stores if only top 5 % of the 
Stores will be treated as the most successful Stores according to sales increase criteria? 
d - Construct "or more" and "less than" ogives and show median on the graph.
SOLUTION
a - Range = 2.1 - (-0.45) = 2.55
Class width = 2.55 / 6 = 0.425. .... °-5 is ^tter to be used as the class width, both for
ampl^ıng computatıons and for good representation. It is also more reasonable to start
same reaso^ther ^ l° ^ ^ "°*45 3S the Iower limit of the first class’ because of the
Attention: -0.45 should be inferred
Table 2.2.Frequency distribution table with relative and cumulati
Change in Sales 
(as percentage)
atıve relative frequencies.
No. of Stores Relative Cumulative Frequency
(trequency) Frequency (ascending) (descending)
- 0.50 - 0.00
0-00 - 0.50
3 0.075 3 404 0.100 7 370- 50 - 1.00
1- 00 - 1.50











b - Relative frequency histogram is drawn by the using the relative frequencies either 
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Modal class
1.50-2.00 2.00-2.50
Percent change in sales
Fig 2.1. Relative Frequency Histogram
Mode is the most frequently observed value. Like median and mean, it is a measure of 
Central tendency. If the data is grouped, modal class rather than mode value should be 
considered. Modal class is the class tirat has the highest frequency. In this example, it is the 
tlıird class. Class representing percent changes equal or more than 0.50 % and less than 1% 
has the highest frequency. In other \vords; the most frequently observed percent changes in 
sales is betvveen 0.50 % and 1 %. If the ravv data (ungrouped data) is available, mode value 
can be found directly from the data sel. From Table 2.1 on page 8, mode value is found as 
0.70. Because in 4 of the Stores -that is the highest frequency in ravv data-, percent change 
in sales is 0.70 %. Pay attention that mode value is not cqual to the highest frequency, that 
is, mode is not equal to 4, it is the value vvith the highest frequency. Four is the highest 
frequency and mode is the value corresponding to the highest frequency, vvhich is 0.70 %.
Attention: One of the purposes in descriptive statistics is to present the data in tabular 
and/or graphical forms. After summarizing the data as frequency distribution 
tables or if the data is only available as frequency distribution tables, you should 
be able to recognize the original form of the data. That is, in the above example, 
vvlıat the classes and the frequencies represent should be clear. Classes represent 
the percent changes in sales and frequencies represent the number of Stores 
vvhose sales have changed by the values defıned by classes. While constructing 
frequency distribution tables, you are classifying the Stores into classes on the 
basis of the percent changes in their sales amounts. İlence, classes represent 
specifıc percent changes and classifıcation is tlıe process of assigning each store 
to a specifıc class on the basis of their sales amount change.
C - Refer Table 2.2 on page 8. In relative frequeııcy column, it can be obviously noticed 
that relative frequency of the lasl class is 5 %. That is, the most successful 5 percent Stores 
correspond to 2 Stores in the sample of 40 Stores (40 x 0.05 = 2) and according to the 
grouped data, percent increase in sales of those 2 Stores is betvveen 2.00 percent and less 
than 2.50 percent. When the ravv dala is available, exact values can be found after 
organizing them as an ordered array. In this example, from Table 2.1, exact percent change
9
in sales amount of most successfiıl 2 Stores can be obtained. They are 2.00 % and 2.10 % 
However, if only grouped data is available as given ın Table 2.2, ansvver for such a question 
can be computed by using relative frequency column. In this example, iı is a coincidence 
tlıat exactly 5 percent of the Stores fail in tlıe last class. That is, if most successfnl 10 % of 
the Stores’ change in sales amount was qucslioned, tlıen, in addition to 2 Stores classified in 
last class, another 2 Stores classified in class 1.50 - 2.00 should be also considered, because 
the most’successful 10 % Stores correspond to 4 Stores (40 x 0.10 = 4). As a result, the 
percent change in sales amount, -tlıat 10 % of successfiıl Stores fail above,- can be obtained 
ftom raw data. However if only grouped data is available, it can be obtained approximately 
by the help of ogives shown in part (d).
Aüentlon: The poliçy of the producer of this product may be to reward the top 5 % of ali the 
Stores (population of Stores). Depending on this sample result, they can quantify 
this policy and State that, Stores achieving a sales increase greater thaıı 2.00 % 
next month will be rewarded. For example if the policy is to reward the 
successfiıl 10 % of tlıe Stores, from the raw data set, the minimum 
increase above which, the Stores will be rewarded can be found as 1.80. 
d - “Less than” and “or raore” ogives are shown in tlıe folloıving graph. Median is the 
intersection point of two ogives. Notice that “less than” and “or more” ogives inlersect at a 
point that is veıy close to 1 % and tlıat percent change in sales amount correspond to 50ül 
percentile (that is to 0.50 on ordinate). Hence 50 % of the Stores’ sales amount is clıanged 
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methan value is the 0.95 %. That is: average of S and S? eXa",Pİe‘ 35 See" in Table 2'L





3 - Refer to the weekly payment data given in lsl Problem to answer Ihe fo!lowing 
questions.
a - Calculate mean (arithmetic mean) and Standard deviation from raw data. 
b - Calculate mean, mean absolute deviation, Standard deviation from the grouped data. 
c - Find median from raw data and compute from grouped data. 
d - Find mode from ravv data and compute from grouped data.
e - What is the proportion of the workers whose weekly payment is less than 2.4 million? 
f - What is the proportion of the vvorkers whose \veekly payment is less than the average 
payment?
SOLUTION
a - Arithmetic mean of vveekly payments of 50 workers is computed by dividing the sum of 
50 workers’ weekly payments to the total number of workers which is 50. (Refer Table 1.1)
2.32 + 2.63 +....+ 1.50 + 2.20
Arithmetic mean = = 1.881
50
\ı => Symbol for arithmetic mean for population.
N => Symbol for total number of observations if the set of data belongs to a population.
X => Symbol for arithmetic mean for sample
n => Symbol for total number of observations if the sel of data belongs to a sample.
Attention: a) If data is uııgrouped, arithmetic mean is computed by dividing the sum of the 
observations (Zx/) to the total number of observations (N or n). b) If data values 
are only classifıed vvithout grouping, tlıat is; if frequency of each data value is 
available, sum of the observations can be computed by multiplying each data 
value with its frequency ÇLxi.jî) and to obtain mean, this sum is divided by the 
sum of the frequencies (E/?). Sum of the frequencies is equal to total number of 
observations. c) If data values are classified \vith grouping, in other words 
grouped into classes, then, the sum of the observations can be approximately 
computed by using the midpoints of the classes (İLmufi). Similarly, to obtain 
mean, tlıis sum is divided by the sum of the frequencies (Z/î).
Standard deviation: For computing Standard deviation; first of ali, deviation of data values 
from their mean is found by sublracting each data point from the mean. Each deviation is 
squared and then ali squared deviations are added. Finally, mean of the sum of the squared 
deviations are computed by dividing the sum of the squared deviation to the total number of 
observations. Note that Standard deviation is a descriptive measure of dispersion and shows 
the average deviation of each data value from its mean.
11
. ?
a => Symbol for Standard deviation for population. 
S => Symbol for Standard deviation for sample.
-K1.50-1.881)2+ (2.20 - 1.881)2(232 -1.881)2 + (2.63 -1.881)2 +■
S= - = 0.52037450-1
Attention: If a set of data belongs to a population, sum of the squared deviations is divid A 
by N (population size). If it belongs to a sample, sum of squared deviatio ■ 
dividedby (n - 1). In this example, a randomly selected sample of 50 tetfIS 
woıkers are cx)nsidered Therefore denominator is (n -1). e
b - Computations of mean, mean absolute deviation and Standard deviation of the gro 
data values are given in the follovving table. Descriptive measures like mean, median m^A 
Standard deviation that are computed from grouped data are approximate values Hovvev/’ 
if the raw data is not available, they are usefiü approximations. 5
Table 3.1 - Computation of average from grouped data.
Weekly Payment Class midpomts Frequency Classmidpts. x freauencies
^lll0n)------ * A___  nuxf
.90 - 1.40 1.15 8 1.15 x 8 = 9.21.40 - 1.90 1.65 22 1.65 x 22 = 36.31.90 - 2,40
2.40 - 2.90
2.15 12 2.15 x 12 = 25.8
2.65 6 2.65 x 6 = 15.92.90 - 3.40 3.15 2 3.15 x 2 = 6.3Total 50 S (nufı) = 93.5
Mean = Xmıfi/ (Zfi) = 93.5 / 50 =1.87
Mean computed from the raw data is found as 1 881 
Mean computed from grouped data is found as 1 87 
^ yon see, mean computed from the





--- L90 - 2.40
—?-40 - 2.90 
—2.90 - 3.40
grouped data is a good approximation.
mean absolute deviation from grouped data.
Class
Absolute deviations x 
frequencies
midpoints
Deviations = nu -Xmi fi
1.15 8 _1.15- 1.87 = - Q 77 
165- 1.87 = -O 99 
2.15 -1.87 =
2.65 - 1.87 — 
115-1.87 =
0.72 x 8 = 5.76
0.22 x 22 = 4,84
0.28 x 12 = 3.36
0.78 x 6 = 4.68
1.28 x 2 = 2.56
1.65 22





£ \nu-X 1 fi =21.2 __
12
Mean Absolute Deviation = (Z | nu-X I / )/n-l =21.2/49 = 0.4326 
Table 3.3 - Computation of Standard deviation ffom grouped data.
Weekly Payment 
(in million)
Squared deviations x 
frequenciesfimi Deviations = m -X
.90 - 1.40 1.15 8 1.15-1.87 = - 0.72 0.518 x 8 = 4.144
1.40 - 1.90 1.65 22 1.65 - 1.87 = - 0.22 0.048 x 22 = 1.065
1.90 - 2.40 2.15 12 2.15-1.87= 0.28 0.078 x 12 = 0.936
2.40 - 2.90 2.65 6 2.65- 1.87= 0.78 0.608 x 6 = 3.648
2.90 - 3.40 3.15 2 3.15-1.87= 1.28 1.638 x 2 = 3.276
Total 50 Total = 13.069
S = - X ı )2) / n-1 = Vl 3.069 / 49 = Vo.267= 13.069
S=J0.267 =0.517
Sum of the squared deviations in the above table is 13.069 due to rounding. If the product 
of the ffequencies and squared deviations would not be rounded, sum of the squared 
deviations is found as 13.08.
c - Median is the middlemost value. In order to find the middlemost value ffom the raw 
dala, it should be sorted. Sorting can be either in ascending order or in descending order 
Sorted data in ascending order is given belo\v.
Table 3.4. Sorted data about the weekly payments of 50 textile workers.
0.91, 1.11, 1.14, 1.18, 1.27, 1.30, 1.31, 1.34, 1.41, 1.42,
1.48, 1.50, 1.53, 1.55, 1.55, 1.60, 1.62, 1.67, 1.67, 1.70,
1.70, 1.75, 1.78, 1.78, L80j. 1-80, 1.82, 1.83, 1.85,
1.95, 1.97 2.00 2.00, 2.07, 2.10, 2.18, 2.20, 2.26, 2.32,
2.36, 2.38, 2.43 , 2.45, 2.63, 2.63, 2.87, 2.89, 2.92, 3.28.
As the set of data contains even number of data values, median is the average of two 
middlemost values (Refer Table 3.4)
Median = (1.79+ 1.80)72 = 1.795
Median is interpreted as folIows; half of the textile \vorkers weekly payment is belovv 
1,795,000 TL. and the other half receives above 1,795,000 TL.
Median is computed approximately from grouped data in the follovving table. (Table 3.5). 
For computing median from grouped data, first step is to fınd out the class that the 
middlemost observation falls. Cumulative frequencies in ascending order can be used for
13
ÜdudKnSSeS^' 25lh observation (the middlemost cbservaSSftft 
this class 8 of the workers receive Iess than 1.40 and 30 receıves less than 1.90. Therefore 
25* worker’s weekly payment should be within the limıts of the second class.




(in million TL) fi
.90 - 1.40 8 8
1.40 - 1.90 22 30Median class =>
1.90 - 2.40 12 42
2.40 - 2.90 6 48
2.90 - 3.40 2 50
(N12)-FP (50 / 2) - 8Md = / + c Md= 1.40 + 0.50 = 1.786
Fm 22
l = Lower class limit of median class. 
c = Class vvidth of the median class.
N = Total number of observations.
FP = Cumulative frequency of the class preceding the median class. 
Fm - Frequency of the median class.
”nheworkm’İ tfeStfreqUenCy İS thC SeC°nd Class' That is: 22 oftheworkers or 
In grouped data set it k paymKe1nl 1S ^eGn 1.40 and less than 1.90. (Refer Table 3.6)
there JetL mrvj’ V t0 observe ^ore than one modal class. For example, if
there are two mode values, then the distribution is said to be a bimodal distribution.
Table 3.6 Computation of mode ffom grouped data.
FrequencyWeekly Payment 
(in million Tf.^
^90 - 1.40 8Modal class => j-40 - 1.90 22
*•90 - 2.40 12
2.40 - 2.90 6
190-3.40 2
Mo = / + c —dl 




/ - Lower class limit of median class. 
c = Class width of the median class.
dı = Difference betvveen the frequency of the modal class and the preceding class. 
d2 = Difference betvveen the freguency of the modal class and the succeeding class.
e - Proporlion of the workers vvhose weekly payment less than 2,400,000 million TL is 
0.84 or 84 % of the vvorkers’ weekly payment is less than 2,400,000 million TL. Note that 
\vorkers, whose payment is between 0.90 and less than 2.4 million (fırst, second and third 
class frequencies) are considered.
Table 3.7 Computation of proportion of the vvorkers receiving less than 2,400,000 TL
No. of Workers 
(freguency)
Weekly Payment 
(in million TL) 
.90 - 1.40
Relative Cumulative Relative 
Freguency Freguency
8 16.00 % 16.00 %
1.40 - 1.90 22 44.00 % 60.00 %
1.90 - 2.40 12 24.00 % 84.00 %
2.40 - 2.90 6 12.00 % 96.00 %
2.90 - 3.40 2 4.00 % 100.00 %
f - Mean compuled from the ravv dala set is egual to 1.881. From the ravv data set, it can be 
counled that 30 data values are less than the mean, That is; (30 / 50) x 100 = 60 % of the 
vvorkers’ vveekly payment is less than the average vveekly payment.
The mean compuled from grouped dala is equal to 1.87. Computation of approximate 
proportion of the vvorkers receiving less than mean, from the grouped data is as follovvs;
The mean falls in the second class, therefore 8 vvorkers in the fırst class + some amount of 
the vvorkers in second class receives less than 1.87. To fmd out that ‘some amount’, ratio of 
the ‘class vvidth of the class containing mean’ to ‘range belvveen mean and the lovver limit 
of that class is considered.
0.50 Widlh of the class containing mean.
1.87 - 1.40 = 0.47 The difference betvveen the mean and the lovver limit of that class
If thcre are 22 vvorkers vvilhin the range of 0.50, Iıovv many vvorkers 
correspond to a range of 0.47 approximately?
0.50 22
0.47 ?
(0.47 x 22)/ 0.50 =20.68 «21 vvorkers
0.90 - 1.40
1.40 - 1.87 21 vvorkers approximately receives betvveen 1.40 and 1.87.
8 vvorkers receives less than 1.40.!
0.90 - 1.87 29 vvorkers ( 58 %) approximately receives less than mean.
As a result based on the ravv data, 60 %; based on grouped data, 58 percent of the vvorkers’ 









Table 3.8. Summary of the measures of Central tendency and dispersion f0 
ungrouped and grouped data for question 3. 1




3 mode valuesMode 1.692
Standard deviation 0.520374 0.517
4 - An investor is evaluating the altemative of purchasing a small fast food restaurant 
Among other things, he is also interested in the average number of customers per day and 
the extent of variation in number of customers from day to day. He has collected the 
number of customers who have visited this restaurant for past 50 days to obtain this 
information. After classifying the data, frequency distribution given in the following table is■I
Number of 
Customers
No of Days 
(freguency)
0 - 20 10
20 - 40 20
40 - 60 15
60 - 80 5
a - Draw histogram. 
b - Draw frequency polygon. 
c - Draw ogives. 
d -Compute an 
tendency
e - Compute Standard deviation as a measure of dispersion
customefvisit?6İ0 aTmost'39 aıstoroenddf? Wha‘İS probabilily lhat *> at least 20
average which provides you information about the measure of Central













0-20 20-40 40-60 60-80
No. of customers
Fig. 4.1. Histogram of the Number of Customers .
b - Frequeııcy polygon
Fig. 4.2. Frequency Polygon of No. of Customers Per Day
c - For drawing ogivcs cumulalive distribulions are used.
Table 4.1 - Cumulalive frequency distributions table.
No. of 
Customers




0 - 20 10 10 50
20 - 40 20 30 40
40 - 60 15 45 20






less than ogive 
or more ogive> 1
0 20 40 60 80• ■
No. of customcrs
Fig. 4.3. Less than” and “or nıore” ogives 
d - Table 4.2 Computation of average and Standard deviati
■
1
of nunıber of customelondayİ rs pert:






(nu - mean) 
10 - 36 = -26 
30-36= -6 




676 x IQ = 6760 
36 x 20 = 720 
96 x 15 = 2940 
1156 x 5 = 5780
a fi x mi)_ 0 - 20 
20 - 40
10 10 100
20 30 60040 - 60
60 - 80
15 50 750
5 70 350Total 50 1800 16200
Mean = x = £K/î)/(XA) = 1800/50 = 36. Oıı the average 36 customers per day.
Attention: You should!
compute mean hfother'° Umt °f lhe denomi 
example, denominator
average number of the «rs,
;
mınator of the ternı used lo 
mean is required. In tlıis
nmo number of days. Therefore; 36 is the 
omers vısıtıng restaurant per day.
orcomputmg standard devi
111 last column of Table 4 2 
resultwll be taken.
3tion. First;"'ili be dıvîdcd bvC4gr?dUCl °f Squared deviations sho




sleP >s İO find quanile and third
,able- (Sce Table 4 3) Rem ™"8 c|asses fr 
11,10 2 equal piece, n,R cnıber ‘hat
quartile froııı 
om a grouped data set. First
'vhich divideq ıh a tIle °*ala vahıes into 4 equal 
lI,e data values into 10 equal pieces.
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Percentiles are the values which divide the data values into 100 qual pieces That is Va 
of the data values are below the lst quartile and below the 25* percentile. lst quartile is 
equal to^the 25 percentile. Va of the data values are above the first quartile and above 
the 25 percentile. Second quartile and median is equal, because half of the 
observations faU below the 2nd quartile and half of them fail above the 2nd quartile. 2nd 
quartile is also equal to the 5* decile and 50* percentile.
Table 4.3. Cumulative frequency distribution table.
No. of Customers No. of Cumulative Frequency
______________ Days______ (ascending)
0 - 20 10 10
Median class 
lst quartile class =>
3rd quartile class =>
20 - 40 20 30
40 - 60 15 45
60 - 80 5 50
Attention: Median class and/or first quartile and/or third quartile may fail in the 
same class.
Median is approximalely 25* (N/2 = 50/2=25) observation. When cumulative frequencies 
are examined, it is observed that it falls in the second class. (Between 20 and 40).
(50/2)-10Md = 20 + 20 = 35 in half of the days no. of customers per day is below 35.
20
Quartiles, Deciles, and Percentiles formula is similar to the median fomıula. For L lower 
limit of the classes corresponding to the required quartiles, deciles or percentiles and for c 
class vvidths of the respective classes are used. The other difference is the numerator of the 
ratio. Inslead of N/2 used for median, N/4 is used for quartiles. N/10 is used for Deciles and 
N/100 is used for percentiles. In addition, this term is multiplied by the number that 
correspond to the quartile, the decile or the percentile to be computed.
(2(N/4))-FP (3(iV / 4)) - FP(\(N / 4)) - FPOl = / + c Ö3 = l + c02=1+c
FQ2 FQ3Fq\
l = Lower class limit of lsl (or 2nd or 3"1) quartile class. 
c = Class width of the lst (or 2nd or 3"1) quartile class.
N = Total number of observations.
Fp = Cumulative frequency of the class preceding the lsl (or 2nd 3"1) quartile class. 
FQi= Frequency of the class containing tlıe lsl quartile 
F02= Frequency of the class containing the 2nd quartile 
FQ3= Frequency of the class containing tlıe 3^ quartile
19
ı
(75(N /100)) - Fp(25(N /100)) - FP P75 = / + c
Fp75P25 = / + C FP25
Fxolaination of the terms for percentiles wUI not be repeated as they are similar to the terms 
JJtad for cjuartiles vvith minör differences that can be easıly recognızed
Computalion of lst and 3rd quartiles are as follotvs. 2nd quartile is equal to median which has 
been already coraputed!
(3(50/4))-30(50/4) —10 , = 50g5 = 40 + 2007 = 20 + 20 1520
02 = Md = 35.
In Va of the days (or 25 % of the days) no. of customers is less than 22.5. In % of the days 
(or 75 % of the days) no. of customers is above 22.5.
In Va of the days (or 75 % of the days) no. of customers is less than 50. In lA of the days (or 
25 % of the days) no. of customers is above 50.iI
g - Percentage of the days that the number of the customers are below or above a specifîc 
value can be obtained from the following table. (Table 4.4)
Table 4.4. Cumulative relative frequency distribution of number of customers.i
Number of No. of 
Customers Days..
Cum. Relative Cum. Relative 
freq. (ascending) freq. (descending)i4
0 - 20 10 20% 100 %
20 - 40 20 60% 80%
40 - 60 15 90% 40%
60 - 80 5 100 % 10%
i) In 40 percent of the days, number of customers per day are above 40.
.!!' jn 60 percent of the days number of customers per day are below 40.
m) 50 ıs the mıdpomt of the third class. In 15 days no. of customers is between 40 and 60.
PQPrwmatelyıİ** half of the (7-5 ^ys) number of customer per day can be 
Therefore- WCen an(^ 50 anc^ 'n °^ler of the days bet\veen 50 and 60.
50 - 60 
60 - 80 7.5 days approximately 5 days
12.5 days approximately 
(12.5/50)x 100 =25 %
Percent of the days number of customers are above 50.
Total 50 - 80
Approximately in 25
20
O - 20 






0 - 50 37.5 days approximalelyTotal
(37.5 / 50) x 100 = 75 %
Approximalely in 75 percent of the days number of customers per day are below 50.
h - i)The proportion of the days that at least 20 customers visit the restaurant is 0.80. In 
other words in 80 % of the days number of customers visiting restaurant are equal or more 
than 20. On the basis of tlıis information, it can be stated that; on a given day, the 
probability that at least 20 customer will visit the restaurant is 0.80.
ii) The proportion of the days that at most 39 customers visit the restaurant is 0.60. In other 
words in 60 % of the days number of customers visiting restaurant are less than 40. Note 
that in second class, number of days in which 20 to less than 40 customer visit restaurant is 
grouped. Therefore 40 customers are not included in that class. As no. of customers is 
countable, less than 40 customers can be inferred as 39 customers.
5 - For the purpose of evaluating their finished goods inventory policy, DUR Company, 
which produces durable goods gathered sales data from 40 Stores wlıich seli their products. 
Sales data for a group of durables shovving similar demand pattems are collected from 40 
Stores and classified as given in table below. Each store has sent the previous years’ annual 
sales quantities.











- Draw relative frequency histogram and rclative frequencv polygon for the previous 
years’ annual demand of Stores? 
b - i)What is the average no of DUR products sold by a store? ii)What is the total number 
of products sold by 40 Stores approximately? 
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i) Mean = X = I(/w/î) / ÇL/İ) = 30300/40 = 757.5
ii)Total number of Dur products sold by 40 dealers fi)) is approxiraately 30300. As 
the product of the class midpoints and the corresponding frequencies are added, total 
number of products is an approximation. In other words, class midpoints are treated as an 
average of the data values observed in that class and to find out the sum of the values in 
each class they are multiplied by the corresponding frequencies.
Compute Standard deviation by yourself. (Answer; 97.1055)
c - Average falls in the third class (700 - 800) Class width is 100
100 Width of the class containing mean.
800-757.5 = 42.5 The difference between the mean and the the upper limit of that class
15 If there are 15 Stores which seli betvveen 700 and 800 (or within a range of 100) 




(42.5 x 15) / 100 = 6.375 Stores approximately. => 6 Stores
757.5 - 800
800 - 900 10 in 10 Stores, annual demand is between 800 and 900, 
900 - 1000 3 in 3 Stores, annual demand is betvveen 900 and 1000.
6 approximately in 6 Stores, annual demand is betvveen 757.5 and 800,
757.5 - 1000 19 Stores approximately. (47.5%)
47.5 percenl of the Stores annual sales is above the average sales level.
52.5 (100 - 47.5) percent of the Stores annual sales is belovv the average sales level.
6 - Follovving data is the age distribution of 360 respondents questioned for a survey.








a - What is the mean age of the respondents? 
b - What is the Standard deviation?
23
r,
- Average age is computed below.
Table 6.1 - Computation of mean age and Standard deviation of age.
mi x fi
a
fi nuAges fi (mi -X )2
40 (20-41.4) = 183İR 4





80 (50-41.4) = 5916*4000508045-55
3600 60 (60-41.4) =20757.6606055-65
14900360Total 54305.6
X = 14900 / 360 = 41.3889 rounded to 41.4.
t
!
k " s “ ^54305.6 / (360 -1) - V151.2691 — 12.29915 rounded to 12.3 
Standard deviation computed without rounding mean is 12.4563.
7 - The following information is about the households income level of a town which is one 
of Üıe altemative places for an investor planning to establish a süpermarket. Compute 

















^ li^is example, ınstppH <*
^onıputing mean and median from prm re^encıes» reIative frequencies are given. For 
whether ıhey are relative or not thevranü! ^ rdative frecluencies can be used, because 
Irf1 °f,dala vala« compSÜTf'f as weig^- As a result, arithmetic mean 
ge where the vveights are the frequencies or reH^f'^ ‘S’ in a way’ a weigllted
!24
Table 7.1 - Computation of mean and median.
Cum.Rel.Household Relative
Income______Frcg. mi x rel freg.Freg.mi
1.90.19100.195 - 15
50.44200.2515 - 25






X = Um fi! (£//) = 31.6 /I = 31.6 million TL => 31,600,000 TL
Attention: Note that the sum of the relative frequencies is equal to 1 if expressed as 
proportions or equal to 100 if expressed as percentage. Therefore if the relative 
frequencies expressed as proportions are used for computing mean, sum of the 
product of class midpoints and the relative frequencies will be equal to mean, if 
relative frequencies are expressed as percentages, then the sum of the product of 
class midpoints and the relative frequencies should be divided by 100 to find 
out mean.
(1/2)-0.44 = 25 + 3.52941 = 28.52941 million TL. => 28,529,410 TL.Md=25+ 10
0.17
Approximately mean is 31,600,000 TL and median is 28,529,100 TL. 50 % of the 
households’ income are less than 28,529,100 TL As the mean is greater than median, more 
Ihan 50 % of the housholds’ income is below the mean and less than 50 % of the 
households’ income is above the mean. Tlıis indicates that more households fail in lower 
income levels and less households fails in higher income levels.
8 - The following table shows monthly rental costs for a sample of 25 Stores in a large 




in million TL a - Compute mean rental cost. 
b - Compute Standard deviation. 
c - Compute median 
d - Compute first quartile. 
e - Compute third quartile. 










Computation of mean and Standard deviation.
Cum.










2 201025 - 15 112072
.122.085 6020315 - 25 
25 - 35
1*Q. and 
Md. class => 
3rf Q.class =>
13 24030 19.36 x 8 =
31.36 x 7 =
243.36 x 4
655.36 x 1 = 65V^
8 154.88
2040 280735 - 45 219.52
24 20050445 - 55
60 25 60155 - 65
860Total 3816
Mean = X = Zmifil ÇLJi) = 860 / 25 = 34.4 million TL. 34,400,000 TL.
b- - ______
S = ^(îfi(rni-Xi)2)ln-1 _ ^3816/24 = Vl59
■S = V159 = 12.60952
S1
II
Mean rental cost of the Stores is 34,400,000 TL. and Standard deviation is 12,609 520 
million.ı-
I
c - The median class is found as follows;
25/2 12.5 Median is the value bet\veen 12lh and 13* observation. In other words 
when the Stores are sorted with respect to their rents in ascending 
order, the rent which is the average of the rent of the 12* and the 13* 
store ıs the median value.
i
(N/2)-FpMd = / + c (25/2)-5Md = 25 + 10
Remember3S Cıİ0Ser t0 the upper class limit of the median class. 
observationl^as^ ofr ^ COrrespond t0 the average of the 12* and 13* 
Stores’rents are SthanTmT6 5fquencies> il is infeırcd that 13 of the
TL- Therefore the mS^ a"d5 ofthem are less than 25 million
13'hobservaüonsisexpectedtoULChHeSPOndİng *° the average of the and
35 mülion. The nunteTc, 25 and 35 million TL. and closer to
average of 12* and n* olt referTed «mtal costs are 8. That is the
average of 7* and 8* ,°Ut of 25 observation correspond to tlıe
to the upper limit of the medianclass ^ Cİ3SS' F°r 0131 reason is closer




6.25-5(1(25/ 4)) - 5 _(\(N / 4)) - Fp = 26.562525 + 10= 25 +10£?/ = / + c 8Fq\ 8
Qı = 26.5625 million TL. => 26,562,500 TL.
(3(25/4))-13 18.75-13(3(N / 4)) - Fp = 43.21429= 35 + 10= 35 +10Q3 = l + c 77FQ3
Q3= 43.21429 million TL. => 43,214,290 TL.
Interquartile range is a measure of dispersion and equal to the difference betvveen 3rd 
quartile and lsl quartile. Q3-Qj.
IQR = 43,214,290 - 26,562,500= 16,651,790 TL.
Semi - interquartile range = SIQR = IQR / 2 = 16,651,790 / 2 = 8,325,895
stocks from textile sector is selected and percentage increases in their9-25 common




a - What is the average percent increase in prices of 25 stocks 
b - Compule Standard deviation 
c - Compute coefficient of variation
d - Show at which class the median value falls and compute median.
SOLUTION
(2x1) + (4x3) + (6x6) + (8x8) + (10x5) + (12x2) _ 7.519a - Mean = S/?//f / ÇLfî) =
25
Average increase per stock is approximately 7.5 %.
Attention: Notice that the mean is obtained by dividing the numerator by 25. 25 is the 
amount of the stocks and percent increases in their prices are computed 
beftveen two consecutive weeks. As a result, the average is inferred as the 
percent increase per stock. If the average rate of increase of a stock per a time 
period is required, the mean that should be used is geometric mean but not the 
arithmetic mean. That is; if the rate of changes, -either decreases or increases- 
are considered on hourly, weekly, montlıly, yearly ete. basis, then to find out the 
average rate of change per hour, per week, per month, per year, ete. geometric 
mean should be computed.
27
I
b - Standard deviation of the sample of 25 common stocks.
1(2-7512 + 3(4 -7.5)2 +6(6 -7.5)2 +8(8 - 7.5)2 +5(10 - 7.5)2 + 2(12 - 7 ^2 
s= 25-1 =
= Vl54.25/2 = V6.427083 = 2.535169 
C - Coefficient ofvariation = (Standard deviation / mean ) 100 
= (2.535169/7.519)= 33.72%
Standard deviation is 33.72 % of the mean.
Coefficient ofvariation expresses the Standard deviation as a percent of the mean It is 
a unitless measure and can be used to compare the variation betvveen tlıe set of data values 
measured by different units.
d - Median value falls in the 4"1 class, bettveen 7 % and 9 %.
E
(25/2)-10Md = 7 + 2 = 7 + 0.625 = 7.625%.
St 8ı-
fi!
i 10- The followmg relative frequency lıistogram represent the income distribution of 1000 












% 10.1 Histogram of income Level of th
ousand Households.
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a - Construct the frequency distribution table. (Hint: heights of the rectangles is given 
because of the difficulty in reading them on graph, they are respectively 0.35, 0.20, 
0.16, 0.07 and 0.05)
b - i)What percent of the household have an income level betvveen 5 and 9 million? ii)How 
many household have an income level bettveen 9 and 13 million? 
c - Compute mean and Standard deviation? 
d- Compute fırst and third quartile and fınd interquartile range?
SOLUTION
a - Histogram shown in fig. 10.1 has unequal classes. Remember that in histograms 
frequencies of the classes are represented by areas not by heights. Therefore if the width of a 
class is different than the other classes, frequencies of those classes should be careMly 
interpreted.
Frequency (or relative frequency) = Base of the rectangle x Height of the rectangle.
On the basis of this rule, relative frequencies of tlıe classes are as follovvs;










5 - 7 0.35 350 350 0.35
7 - 9 0.20 200 550 0.55
9 - 11 0.16 160 710 0.71
850 0.8514011 - 15 0.14
150 1000 1.000.1515 - 21
1.00 1000Total
Note that base of the lsl, 2nd, 3rd classes are 2
Base of tlıe 4^ class is 4 (that is twice of the previous classes) and
Base of the last class is 6 (that is three times the first tlıree classes).
Therefore:
The height of the rectangle representing class ‘T 1 to less than 15” is multiplied by 2 to find 
out the relative frequency. (2 x 0.07 = 0.14)
The height of the rectangle representing class “15 to less than 21” is multiplied by 3 to find 
out the relative frequency. (3 x 0.05 = 0.15)
Total number of households that are surveyed are 1000. Therefore to find out the 





Attention: If the corresponding height of the unequal classes were directly assum a
relative frequencies without making the above adjustment, it J , as fte 
raistake and the sum of the relative frequencies would not be ecjual t0 ı **
b - i) 55 % of the households’ income are between 5 million and less than 9
20 % household. Out of 1000 it correspond
14%/2= 7% household Out of 1000 it correspond ~7o 




11 - 13 200
Total 9 - 13
I
c_ ~ _ (6x0.35) + (8x0.20) + (10x0.16) + (13x0.14) + (18x0.15)
- 9.82 million TL.1
S - 4.151 million TL. (If you round the values during the computations the 
that you obtain may have minör differences) result1
11-30 beverage producers’ advertising expenditure 
is given in the following table. as a percentage of gross sales revenue
A Table 11.1 Advertising expenditure as a percentage of gross sales revenue.
9. 10. 10, 11, 12, 12, 13,
19, 20, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
1 ■
I 13, 14, 15, 15, 15, 15, 17, 18,
24, 25, 27, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31
b - Draw histogram1 ^ 3 meaSUre of central ‘endency and by a measure of dispersion.
I
SOLUTION
a-Arithmeticmean = j_±l°+10 + 11 +12+ 
a“Sm8eXPendİtUre°f30be
■27+28 + 29 + 30 + 31
= 18.966730
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9-13 13-17 17-21 21-25 25-29 29-34
Adv. cxpk as a percent of gross sales
Fig 11.1 Histogram of advertising expenditure as a percent of gross sales.











a - Draw relalive lrequency histogram and show modal class 
b - Dravv "less ıhan" and "or more" ogives. Show median on graph. 
c - Compule mean and Standard deviation 
d - Compule interquarlile range
SOLUTION
a - Table 12.1 - Relalive and Cumulativc Frequencv Distributions Table
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Salaries
Fig. 12.1 Histogram of salaries of recent graduates
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- 95 - 105__
___ Total
fi nu nu x fi
Qm-X )2 fi
88.36 x 23 = 2032.28
0.36 x 15 = 5.4
112.36 x 6 = 674.16
424.36 x 4 = 1697.44
936.36 x 2 = 1872.72



















(1(50/4))-Od - Ql = 55+10 = 55 + 5.43 = 60.4323
(3(50/4))-2305=65 + 10 = 65 + 9.67 = 74.6715
IQR — Q3 - Qi = 74.67 - 60.43 = 14.24.
13- Monthly rate of change m product costs of a sample of products in product mix of 
ABC Company are examined in order to make some financial decisions 
table, percentage mcreases in costs of 25 products are classified
In the following
Increase (%) 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10 -11
No of products 1 3 6 8 5 2
- What is the average percent increase in costs of 25 products? 
b - Compute and comment on Standard deviation?
c - One of the products among these product mix is "bisçok". Rates of cost change of bisçok 
for three consecutive rnonths are observed as 7 %, 15 % and 14 %. What is the monthly 
average rate of change in cost of bisçok?
a
SOLÜTION
(5-5*1) + (6.5x3) + (7.5x6) + (8.5*8) + (9.5*5) + (10.5*2)a - Arithmetic mean - = 8.2625
This is the average percent increase in cost of 25 products. That is; the average is “per 
product”.
b - Standard deviation = 0.863752
c - The average rate of change in cost of product per month should be computed by 
geometric mean.
Geometric mean = \Zjtl.X2.X3,
Firstly, the rate of change at consecutive time periods should be expressed as a proportion 
and then 1 must added.
Xn
That is 7% => 107/100 = 0.07 
15 % => 109/100 = 0.09 
14% => 114/100 = 0.14
=> 0.07 + 1 = 1.07 
0.09 + 1 = 1.09 
=> 0.14+1 = 1.14
33
i
7 % change in cost betvveen time penods t and t+1 can be inferred as folıow<! 
product in time t+1 is 1.07 times the cost of the product m time t. Similarly jn ti COst °f 
cost of the product is 1.09 times the cost of the product in time t+1, in time t+3 J,, t+2> 
product is 1.14 times the cost of the product in t+2. ’ Sl0fthe
1
Geometric mean of rate of change in cost of product is computed as fol!ows.:
^/L07jcl.09xL14 = &40277 = 1.119426 
Average percent change in cost of product is;
GM=
=>11.94%1.119426-1 = 0.119426
Within 3 months, on the average, cost of bisçok is increased by 11.94 % 
is; the average is “per montiı". per month. That
14- Human Resources Department of the ABC Company designs training program, ta 
upgrade the supervisoıy skills of production line supervisors. As the programs am J r 
red, supervisors requiro different numbers of hours to complete these program





i Program completion time of 30 participants in factory A.
91, 120, 130, 136, 140,
172> 176, 180, 180, 180,
209, 210, 219, 233, 245,
Table 14.2
I
147» 154, 160, 160, 166,
I87, 193, 195, 200, 206
249, 253, 277, 292, 328.
Program completion time of 30 participants in factory B.
ll2’ 192= 200, 207, 208.
^*8, 251, 261, 267 269 270 
9°. 295, 295, 300, 310,’ 320,’ 355’
118, 154, 172, 179 
216, 225, 234, 242’ 
275, 280, 285
«et141 “,4-2 ,o “■
abovewhich50%oftheobservationPüee aVCrage comPletion time, ii) the completion time,
. Porücipant'in plan" a”™ ^°mpletion ‘™e is higher?
^«mplanlBiP234 A^ed^ program jn
oose relatıve standing is htgher?
pânts, who have completed the program
e-Ifa












Conıplction time (in hour)
Fİg. 14.2
SOLUTION
- Fig. 14.1 belongs lo data set given iıı Table 14.2. Fig. 14.2 belongs to dala set given in 
Table 14.1.
a
b - i) Mean conıplction time of thc training program in factory A and B are as folknvs:
MeanA= 192.93 Mean B = 243
ii) The completion lime above which 50 % of the observations lie is the rnedian time.
Median a = (180+ 187)7 2=183.5 Median B = (248 + 251) / 2 = 249.5
İn factory A, 50 % of the parlicipanls' completion time is Iess ıhan 183.5. 
In facloıy B, 50 % of the participants' completion time is less than 249.5.
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Completion time of the program by the participants ffom two factories can be co 
their means and by their medians. mParedby
Attention: Note that shorter completion time is favourable. Based
inferred that average completion time of the participants in factorv 1 C3n ** 
than the average completion time of the participants in factory B i i*Sİlorler 
50 % of the participants have completed the program in less than i s»'013, ^ 
while in factory B only 16.67% (4/30 = 0.16667) of the participants 3 5 h°Ur 
the program in less than 183.5 %. Another interpretation by using t^°mpIeted 
value of completion time in factory B may be as follovvs. In factory B
the participants have completed the program in less than 249 5 ho ’ ° .°/ocC
factory A, the proportion of participants completed the program j!f,Wlüle in 
249.5 houris 86.67 %. (26 / 30 = 0.8667). That is this propcTrtion i"
on
=°-533) *" “"p,eM ,he - - *




d - Coefficıent of variation is a measure of relative variation and iı is 
Standard devratron as a percentage of mean. That is; it is a unitless measure.







Std. dev. A = 52.8961 
Mean of A = 192.93 Std dev. B = 55.0041 Mean of B = 243
Coefficient of variation a =
192.93
CoefBcient of variation b= -50041
x 100 = 27.4172 %
243 X 100 = 22.6354 %
that var’ation in completion time of
«4Sîî LKıthan the s^dÜTrn in a Note that standard deviation
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15 - A machine is filling tomato paste into three different cans. 250 gr. cans 500 gr 
and 1 kg cans. Average amount poured into cans are 245 gr., 495 gr. and 995 gr. 
respectively and the Standard deviation of the machine is 10 gr. In which of the cans the 
machine shows more variation relatively.
SOLUTION
Coefficienl of variation (250 gr. cans) = x 100 = 4.1 %
. cans
245
Coefficient of variation (500 gr. cans) = —• x 100 = 2 %
495
10
Coefficienl of variation (1000 gr. cans) =----x 100 = 1 %
995
Relatively machine shows less variation while filling 1 kg cans when compared with 500 gr. 
and 250 gr cans.
16 - Demand distribution of a product during the reorder period is given in the following 
table. Reorder period is the period bet\veen the placement of the order and the receipt of the 
shipmenl. Frequency correspond to the number of reorder periods examined.




(No of reorder periods)
150 - 180 20
180 - 210 15
210 - 240 30
240 - 270 20
270 - 300 10
300 - 330 5
a - If the invcntory level is 180 at the beginning of the reorder period in what proportion of 
the reorder periods the company will be unable to meet the total demand? 
b - In \vhat percent of reorder periods, demand is above 240
c - If the company wants to set the customer service level at 95 %. What should be the 
maximum amount of the inventory to be kept during the reorder period
37
SOLUTION
a - ifthe inventoıy level is 180, demand up to 180 could be met. If the demand occurs more 
than 180 during the reorder period, inventoıy level would not be sufficient to meet total 
demand. The proportion of the reorder periods in which the demand is equal or greater than 
180 can be obtained from relative cumulative frequencies in descending order.
Table 16.2 Cumulative relative distribution table.







0.350.85240 - 270 20
0.95 0.15270 - 300 10
1.00300 - 330 5 0.05
i
I That is; (15 + 30 + 20 + 10 + 5) /100 = 80 /100 = 0.80.
ifthe inventoıy level is 180 during the reorder period, and if demand occurs as more than 
180 during 80 % of the reorder periods then, in 80 % of the times, demand of the customer 




î J? " ^aüar t0 P311 a> Veneat of the reorder periods during which demand , 
240 can be obtained from descending order cumulative relative frequencies.
That is (20 + 10 + 15)/100 = 35/100
occurs more
= 0.35
In 35 % of the reorder periods demand is equal to 240 or more.
whose demand has been metS 'vhich shows the amount of the customers
demand has been mel bv the °mer,Service level means *at 95 % of customers’
wıll be met but in 5% of the periods as d’pm a /o..of lhe reorder periods customer demand 
not be sufficient to meet the exceedine a ^ ™ u exceed 300 and as the safety stock will
POsıüon.Thus, the maximum amount of th^011111 lhC deraand’ they wiU be in a shortage
stomer service level. inventoıy to be kept should be 300 to set 95 %
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17 - In the following table, annual data 
fıve years are given.
Table 17.1 Number of Visa and EC/MC credit cards
Years No. of Visa 
____________ credit cards
on number of Visa and EC/MC credit card for








a - Compute average rate of change in number Visa credit cards 
b - Compute average rate of change in number of EC/MC credit cards.
peryear.
c - Compute average rate of change in total Visa and EC/MC credit cards.
d - Compare the average rate of change of each credit cards with each other and with the 
average rate of change of total cards.
SOLUTION
a - Geometric mean wili be used here.
First step is to fınd out the rate of change between successive years. If ‘r’ shows the ratio of 
change, then r +1 is as follows.
Table 17.1 Computation of average rate of change in no. of Visa credit cards.
Years No. of Visa C. (£+11
No of credit cards 
=> in 1992 is 1.44 
times the no. of 
credit cards in 1991
1991 556,621
1992 802,573/ 556,621 = 1.4419802,573
1,178,326/ 802,573 = 1.46821993 1,178,326
1,301,020/1,178,326= 1.10411994 1,301,020
1,806,909/ 1,301,020= 1.38881995 1,806,909
GM= #1.44*1.47*1.10*1.39= 1.3423
34.23 %Average rate of change = 1.3423 -1 = 0.3423











142,826 / 97,462= 1.4655





Average rate of change = 1.3140 -1 = 0.3140 => 31.40 %
Between the years 1991 and 1995 number of EC/MC credit cards increased by 31.40 % on
5ÎÎ c-! Table 17.4 Computation of average rate of change in total no. of Visa and EC/Mr 
credit cards. ^
Years VISA + EC/MC■ti; (r+1)S■ i'- 1991 671,894ı- 1992 900,035 900,035 / 671,894
1,321,152 / 900.035
= 1.34ı 1993 1,321,1521,467,132 = 1.471994İ 1,467,132 / 1.321.152 = 1 İl
2,150,526 2,150,526 / 1.46711? = 1.47
GM~ ^134x147x11 İJtrl.47 
Average rate of change = 1.326 -1 =
Betvveen the 
32.60 % on th
the yearel99i ün°d ^e9*Verage rate ofchanges of Visa, EC/MC
= 1.326
0.326 => 32.60 %
umber of Visa and EC/MC credit cards increased byyears 1991 and 1995 
e average peryear.
and sum of them beUveen
Visa EC/MC Total3123%
32,60 %
J^erage rate of increase of Vi 
between 1991 and 1995^ sa credit cards is more than the average rate of increase
40 i
!
of Visa and EC/MC cr^uSrCh^ * ^ EC/MC and ^ 
SOLÜTION
Table 18.1 Comparison of average rate of changes of Visa 
Visa and EC/MC. EC/MC and sum of
Years Growlh rates of 
____ Visa
Growth rates of 
EC/MC
Grovvth rates of Visa 
and EC/MC1993 1.4682 1.4655 1.46791994 1.1041 1.1630 1.11051995 1.3888 2.0686 1.4658
Geometric
Mean 1.3106 1.5220 1.3369Average rate of
chattge 31.06 % 52.20 % 33.69 %
Average rate of ıncrease in EC/MC is more than the average rate of change of Visa per year 
when the years 1992 to 1995 is considered. Examine the rate of change of EC/MC between 
the years 1991 and 1992 given in table 16.2. A decrease of 15.44 % (1 - 0.8455) between 
the years 1991 and 1992 caused a decrease in the average rate of change betvveen the years 
1991 and 1995. However when the years 1992 to 1995 is considered the decrease in 1992 
with respecl to 1991 vvould not be included and the average rate of change will come out as 
higher value when compared with Visa.
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ProbabilityPARTII.
The problems in this section are related with probability and the important coıı 
probability. Types of the events like mutually exclusive, complementaıy, depend S °f 
indindem events are defined in the Solutions and addition and multipiication T and 
explained by the examples. Bayes rule is also covered and application of this ı 316 
managerial and economics problems are considered. n"e to
19 - İn the MBA program of a university, 200 students have completed the 
couıses and studying for their thesis. Cumulative grades of these students are evaluated 
based on these grades they are rated as high honor, honor, satisfactoıy and unsatisfa ^ 
It is reported that 20 of these students are high honor students, 50 are honor students 
satisfactoıy and the rest is unsatisfactoıy. Besides this, the scores of the admiss' 
which has been applied to these students before they were accepted to this ^ 
examined and based on these scores, each student is included in one of the three cateP • 
which are classified as outstanding, good and moderate. The result is as follovvs o»r «f*™ 
high honor students, 7 of them had received an outstanding score from the admi«inn t . Number of the students who had receiv«i outstanding sconfamong
?n students>111S 12 ^ among 40 unsatisfactoıy students it is 5. Out of
20 high honor students , 8 of them had received a eood score fmm tt»» •
Number of the students who had received good score among 50 honor students is 28* amm 
90 «to, ««, thi, «ta* 33 and mg 40 uLöafZ i?5 6 8
a - Mne aU simple events and find the probabilities of these events 
b - Define ali compound events and compute the probabilities of these events.
SOLUTION
Depending on the information provided in tu
prepaıed. Total number of hieh tüT ı the ^uesüon, the follovving table can be 
and 90 respectively. Number of unsatisfartn™ Ta SaÜsfactory students are given as 20, 50
honor, satisfactoıy and unsatisffctorv Th ^0up °f students classified as high honor,










Eg ggnygaduation ,^SU*tS tbe ndmission test and MBA
---------------- --------------
U
Qutstan<ün 7 Unsatisfactorv TOTALGood 8 345^oderate
JOTAL
28 335 6 7512 4520 29 9150ı 90 2004042
- SIMPLE EVENTS and the corresponding probabilities in thisa example are as follows;
| Simpie events are the events that favor one outcome.
Being a high honor student 
Being a honor student 
Being a satisfactoıy student 
Being an unsatisfactory student - Event U
- Event K.
- Event H
P (K) = 20 / 200 =0.10 
P (H) = 50 / 200 =0.25 
P(S ) = 90/200 =0.45 
P (U) = 40 / 200 =0.20
Event S
1 P (K) is read as "Probability that event K nenin;»
Other simpie events are;
Receiving an outstanding score - Event O. 
Receiving a good score 
Receiving a moderate score
P (O) =34/200 =0.17 
P (G) =75/200 =0.375 
P (M) = 91 / 200 =0.455
P(K); P(H); P(S); P(U); P(O); P(G); P(M) are marginal probabilities
- Event G.
- Event M.
Probability that any one single event will occur is called
marginal probability
Notice that; whatever the student’s graduation score is, probability of seleeting a student 
vvho had received an outstanding score from the admission test is a marginal probability. Or 
whatever the student’s admission test score is, probability of seleeting a student who had 
graduated as a honor student is a marginal probability. That is; probabilities at the margins 
of the contingency table are marginal probabilities.
Attention: Events can be classified as mutually exclusive, collectivcly exhaustive and 
complemcntary events.
Events K, H, S, U are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive events.
They are mutually exclusive because they don’t have any common outcome, any two or 
more than two of those events can not occur together. In other words, a single student can 
not be a high honor, honor, satisfactory and unsatisfactory student at the same time.
They are collectively exhaustive because those events inelude every possible outcome. In 
other words, each of the 200 student in this program can be classified into one of these 
groups. It is not possible to observe a student vvho vvill not fail in any of these groups.
Events O, G and M are also mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive events.
Hovvever, events K and O are not mutually exclusive because both events can occur 
together. In other vvords a student can be a high honor student and at the same time she/he 
might have received an outstanding score on the admission test. Similarly events K and G; 
K and M; H and O; H and G; H and M; S and O; S and G; S and M; U and O; U and G; U 
and M are not mutually exclusive.
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Complement of an event O is 0 (read as “not O )
Event Ö is observing students who have not received outstanding score. This event melun 
students \vhose scores are other than outstanding scores. es
p (ö) = 1 - P (O) = 1 - (34/200) = 176 / 200 = 0.83
b) COMPOUND EVENTS that can be considered in this example, and the correspondin 




1 Compoundeventsareformedbycombining twoormorcevents ]
Combining may be in two different ways which are called Intersection and Union. 
Inîeısection (n )is the joint occurrence of two or more events. Union (u) is occurrence of 
any one of two or more simple events in addition to their joint occurrence.
Intersection combines events by "and"
Union combines events by "or"
i) Some eıamples of compound events composed by interseetion (joint 
two events) based on question 19 are as foIlows;
• Event O and K : Receiving an outstanding score in the admission test and being a lıigh 
honor student. Seven students out of 200 students have received outstanding 






' 3n outstandinS score in the admission test and being an
h»ve
= 29/200 = 0.145
»robabilitv.
Attention: Mutual!
events have no common ^ com^ne^ vvith an interseetion as those
events. P(0 and G) = o Bern ^ ^ ^vents O and G are mutually exclusive 
score but can not receive hoti!Se 3 Student receives either outstanding or good 
However as you see in the ahm from the 531116 test at the same time‘ 
ve received an outstanding examples ab°ut joint events, a student might 
^»me a high honor student m/he adnüssi°n test (event O) and then 
(event O a„d U). *Wtnt <«** O and K) or an unsatısfactory student
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“) Somc examples of compound cvents composed by unions in 
• If combined evcnts are not rautually exclusive:
SSLL". : E‘tte a N8t ■« <««**, m i„ «.
P(K or O) = (20 + 34 -7) / 200 = 0.235
question 19 are as
Addition Rule
(Event K and event O are not mutually exclusive events) 
P(K^O) = P(K) + P(O) -P(KandO)
Event K considers 20 students, event O considers 34 students, however 7 of the students are 
considered both in event K and event O as they possess both of the attributes. When the 
total outcomes of event K and event O are added, those students who are high honor student 
and received outslanding score from the admission test (K and O), are counted two times. 
Therefore one of the counts are excluded by subtracting 7, to avoid double counting.
Event K or H or O ; P( K or H or O) = (20 + 50 + 34 - 7 - 10 ) / 200.
Either being a high honor student or honor student or receiving an outstanding score.
P (K uH u0) = P(K) + P(H) + P(0) -P(KnO) -P(HnO)
• If the combined cvents are mutually cxclusive:
Event K or H : Either being a high honor or honor student.
P ( K or H ) = (20 + 50) / 200 = 0.35
According to addition rule;
P(K^H) = P(K) + P(H)-P(KnH)
Event K and event H are mutually exclusive events P(KnH) = 0 Therefore;
Addition Rule
(Event K. and event O are mutually exclusive)




Event K or S; Either being a high honor or satısfactory - P(K or S)= (20 + 90)/2oo -
^■55
Event K or U; Either being a high honor or unsatisfactory- P (K or U)= (20 + 40)/20o=
Applicant who received either good or moderate score - P (G or M) = (75 + 9l)/2oo =
Either being a high honor or honor or satisfactoıy student - Event KorHorS- 






Attention: When mutually exclusive events are combined by union, there iıs no




20 - Refer problem 19.
- What proportion of high honor students have received outstanding scores? 
b -What proportion of students who have received moderate 
students?
SOLUTION
a - P (O / K) Read as probability of occurrence of event O giyen tlıat event K has occurred









iû1 S” 72ln!em hadtls^rLr^1 K ^ h0n0r Students)' Among 20 high honor 
inteıpreted as follows Sunnncp th V ^ outslandinS score. This probability can be 
observed that she/he is a hieh t !tU<^nl *S Selecte^ amonS 200 students and it is
we are interested whether this ovJifi ^ °f the 20 Wgh honor studentsX and now 
from the admission test As 7 of udent had received an outstanding score or not
from the admission test,' the probability^ 7°Z %*** “ an 0UlStandİng score
P(0 /K) = (20
İS
i
a selected high honor student had not received 
mputed as follovvs;
-7)/20= 13/20.
Here the total number of nıl,° outcomes should be considered in P (O / K). 
^leaed student is a high hn™1”6.! 20 not 200, Hecause it is given that the
he proportion of the student S ^nt' Secondly we are interested nıainly in 
he student is a high honor ı l ,hadreceived an outstanding score given that 
■s 7 m 20). 6,1 °nor «»dem - that is among the high honor students. (K
score tyom the adımMI0n test is i
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it is 7 / 20 among high honor students. P(0/K)= 7/20 
It is 10 / 50 among honor students. P (O / H) = 10 / 50 
It is 12/90 amongsatisfactoıy students. P(O/S)=12/90 
It is 5140 among unsatisfactory students. P (O / U) = 5/40
Probabilities of event “O” conditional to the 
occurrences of events K, H, S, and U are called 
________conditional probabilities.
Attention: P (O / K) is not equal to P (O). Hat is; probability of observing an outstanding 
score ıs dıfferent from the probability of observing an outstanding score given 
that the student is high honor student. However if we are interested in the 
probability of observing a high honor student who had also received an 
outstanding score among ali the students (event O and K), that is the joint 
probability and it is equal to 7 /200.
As a result, following relation exist between conditional, joint and marginal probabilities
P( O and K) 7 / 200 7
P(0 / K) =
P(K) 20/ 200 20
b- P(H/M)-12/91 Proportion of honor students who have received moderate scores 
from admission test.
P(HandM) 12 /200 12
P(H / M) =
91/200 91P(M)
21- A production line operates effectively in 90 % of the time (in 10 % of the time it 
operates ineffectively). When it is operating effectively, it produces 95 % acceptable parts 
and 5 % defective parts. When it is operating ineffectively, it produces 30 % acceptable
parts and 70 % defective parts. A part is selected from this production line and observed
that it was a defective part.
a - What is the probability that, production line is operating effectively?
b - What is the probability that, production line is operating ineffectively?
SOLUTION
First step in solving probability problem is the identification of the events and the 
probabilities that are given corresponding to the events.
Event E is production line operating effectively - Event E; P (E) - 0.90 





Event A is producing acceptable parts 
Eveni D is prcxiucing defective parts
DEPENDENT EVENTS and conditional probabilities considered in this example are as 
follows;
Events of producing acceptable or defective parts are dependent on whether production üne 
operates effectively or not.
ı
Two events are said to be dependent; 
if the probability of occurrence of one of the event is 
affected by the occurrence of the other event. 
Othervvise they are said to be independent
Events A and E are dependent 
Events A and I are dependent 
Events D and E are dependent 
Events D and I are dependent
Pay attention that, as the probability of the production line producing acceptable parts and 
defective parts are effected by the State of the machine operating effectively or ineffectively 
those probabüities are given as conditional probabilities.
• producing acceptable parts given that the machine operates effectively; P( A / E) =0.95
• producing defective parts given that the machine operates effectively; P( D / E) = 
producing acceptable parts given that the machine operates ineffectively; P( A /1) = 








shoıüd not be^rmfi^îf * ^^^bility of event A.(After event E has occurred) It
E>-p <a and e> ,s"»protabiuw °r joi“
i °C ÎİuÎP(”a/eh pP( d / î? t°lh “* P“‘r ”d “7n 
In conditional probabilities ti P ^ ^ ^ E) = 1; and P(A /1) + P( D /1) 
occurring afler an occurren^ f ’ ^ probabllllles of ali the possible outcomes 
either operates effectively or addS up t0 L That is Production line
events, there are two nLiM^r occurrence of any of these 
defective products. 6 outcomes> they produce either acceptable or
= 1.
bayes theorem ■
twîe Pr0babİ1İty oKSS”? İWs problem- The impoıtance of by Bayes rulesro„18 avaiıawe- ** *zszsx"* ?revised when an aiionaiÖayes rule is stated according to thıs
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P(D/E)P(E)P(E/D) =a P(D/ E)P(E) + P(D/I)P(I)
(005X090) 0.045P (E/D) = = 03913(0.05)(0.90) + (0.70)(0.10) 0.045 + 007
P(D/I)P(I)P(I/D) =b- P(D/I)P(I) + P(D/E)P(E)
(0.70) (OIO) 0.07P(I/D) = = 0.6087
(0.70) (0.10)+ (0.05) (090) 0.07 + 0.045
OR
P (I / D ) =1-P(E/D)=1- 0.3913 = 0.6087
Interpretation: Suppose Ihat; the machine, whether operates effectively or ineffectively, will 
be controlled by checking the items produced by that machine. A part is selected among the 
produced items and controlled whether defective or not. The result of the control is an 
additional information which leads lo revise the probability whether machine operates 
effectively or ineffectively. In this problem, selected part is defective and depending on this 
information, probability that the machine operates ineffectively is revised as 0.6087 rvhich 
was 0.10 prior to the information obtained.
22 - Refer problem 21. If the selected part from the production line is good:
- What is the probability that, producüon line operates effectively? 
b - What is the probability that, production line operates ineffectively?
a
SOLUTION
0.855(0.95) (0.90) = 0.9661
a- P(E/A) = 0.855 + 0.03(0.95) (0.90) +(0.30) (0.10)
0.03(0.30) (0.10) = 0.0339
0.03 + 0.855b- P(I/A) = ( 0.30) (0.10) + (0.95) (0.90)
23 - in a multinational company, 66 % of the 
graduates. There are total of 400 employee m this compaı y, 





a - What is the probability that, an employee is an executive given that he/she i
Business Administration graduate?





Events and the probabilities of those events are follows; 
Event B is Business Administration graduates P (B ) = 150/400 = 0.375
P (E) = 100/400 = 0.250Event E is Executives
Business Administration graduates among executives P(B/E)= 0.66 
Executives among Business Administration graduates P (E / B)«3\nl
°-p(F.'B)-P(EandB) P(B/E)P(B) (0.66)(0,25)
0.375 = 0.44P(B) P(B)s
5' b - Probability that a personnel is not an executive d 
Administration graduate is asked. ie. P ( E / B ). 
Business Administration graduates 44 % 
executives. That is:
1 given that he/she is a Business
In part (a), it is found that among 
are executives. Then the rest 56 % are noti
P(E/B)-1- 0.44 = 0.56
a Business Admini^raüont^dMtel?llty ^ 3 PerS°nnel is not an executive and not
SOLUTION
Administration gradralg^ on^of th^fou^' -uı ** 3" executive a"d not 
- _ four poss.ble ou(comes ln the sanıple space is:





administration graduate. The others are;
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From the probabiliües given in the problem, the follovving probabilities can be computed.
P (E B ) = (0.66) (0.25) = 0.165 => P(EB) = 0.165
P(E)jP(EB) + P(E B)
P ( E B) =P(E)- P (E B) = 0.250 -0.165 = 0.085
P(B) = P(BE) + P(BE)
P(E B) = P(B ) - P(B E) = 0.375-0.165 = 0.210
P ( B) = P (E B) + P ( E B)_
P( E B) = P( B) - P(E B) = 0.625-0.085 = 0.540
Altemative solution is preparing a table which shows ali possible outcomes and the nıımber 
of occurrences in sample space.
Table 24.1 Contingency table of executives and Business Administration graduates
Bus. Adm. Not Bus.Adm 
Graduates Graduates Total
Event B Event B
Executives 0.66x100= 100-66 Event E EB EB
66 34 100
300-84 =Not 150 - 66 = Event E EB E B
Executives 216 30084
400Total 250150
25 - Three similar machines are producing the same item and ali the items enter the last 
process together. For that reason it becomes impossible to understand firom which machine 
the defective item is originated. 40 % of ali the items are produced by machine A, 45 % by 
machine B and the rest is produced by machine C. It is known firom previous productions 
that, 2 % of the items produced by machine A is defective. Defective proportions for 
machines B and C are 3 % and 4 % respectively. If a defective item is observed, What are 
the probabilities that it is produced by a ) machine A, b) machine B, c) machine C.
SOLUTİON
Event D is occurrence of defective item
Event A, B and C are the productions of the items by machines A, B and C respe
P ( D / A) = 0.02 
P (D / B) = 0.03 
P ( D / C) = 0.04
P ( A) = 0.40 
P ( B ) = 0.45 




a - P(A/D) = P(D/A) P(A) + P(D/B) P(B) + P(D/C) P(C)
(002X040) 0.008
(0.02)(0.40) + (0.03)(0.45) + (0.04)(0.15) 0.008 + 0.0135 + 0.006 =°'29°9l
P (D/B) P(B)b - P(B/D) =
P(D/A) P(A) + P(D/B) P(B) + P(D/C) P(C)
00135
= 0.49091
0008 + 0.0135 + 0006
İ',
P(D/C) P(C)!i c - P(C/D) = P(D/A) P(A) + P(D/B)P(B) + P(D/C) P(C)
;î
i:
l 0.0062!11 = 0.02750.008 + 0.0135 + 0.006
26-«s* Snssr1 'T"W ** th, total amo* of M, 
amount on each mornh and interesr” t!" A °r they can -*ust Pa)' the stated minimum 
instalment payment). In a tank nl A the rest of the amounl °'ved (referred as 
proportion of the cardholders who ™ıı ° fana&er of credit cards intends to assess the 
holdere classifıed as highest incomp ^ & fayment in among the group of card
rar<flıolders 40 percent prefer payment in°fi!ll Vı a!ready known that among ali tlıe
Application fonns of the cardholders are furthp W U 6 thC reSt Prefers instalment payment. 
percent of cardholders who prefer m™, r examıned in detail and it is obtained that, 
.P®r*\0n of this group (the highest inA ^ are in t,le ^ghest income group. «ders vvho tnakes inLmenf» ^TP> * °"ly 5 m amon* the 





Event F; payment in fhll 
Event P; instalment payment DP(F) = °-40 
^lnt»; the highest P (P) = 0.60
probabiliıies corresponding to thoseareasfollovvs:
rectly but proportions are stated
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P ( H / F ) = 0.90 90 percent of cardholde 
highest income group. rs who prefer payment in full are in the
P(H/F) = 0.10
P ( H / P) = 0.05
among the
P ( H / P) = 0.95
Event H (not “H”); cardholders other than the highest income group.
The manager wants to assess the probability of the 
cardholder who prefer payment in full, among the group of 
card holders classified as highest income group.
P(H/F)P(F)
P(F/H) =
P(H/ F)P(F) + P(H/P)P(P)
(0.90) (0,40) 0.36P(F/H) = = 0.92307
(0.90) (0.40) + (0.05) (0.60) 0.36 + 0.03
Attention : Tlıis problem is a typical application of Bayes rule to a management problem.
The manager of the bank is interested in the proportion of the cardholders who 
rnake payment in full, among the groups of card holders classified according to 
their income level. The reason of this interest is as follows; one of the sources 
of banks’ revenue is the interest charged to the debts of the cardholders who 
make instalment payment. However in case of full payment in time, no interest 
is charged to debts of the cardholders and this will not contribute to the interest 
revenue of the bank.
In this problem only the proportion of the high income group cardholders who make 
payment in full is questioned In addition to this, proportion of high income group of 
cardholders who make instalment payment or proportion of the cardholders other than the 
high income group who make payment in full or instalment payment can be consı e
From the manager’s point of view, \vhat is important is to obtain that piece
(that is; P ( F / H )) in advance to reduce the uncertainty about h-
bank that will originate from tlıe interest rates of the debts of the car o e .





As a result by using bayes rule, From the probabilities P (H / F), P(H),P(H/p 
(P ); proportion of cardholders who wıll make payment in fiili among the hieh ' 
group can be determined which will help the manager throughout the budgeting procT*11*
■
27 - A product manager of Liver, manufacturing \vide range of products in food 
Chemical industry wishes to determine whether or not to market a new detergent S ^ 
criteria is the predetermined sales level. Before introducing the product, they intend t 
on a customer testing. Result of the test may be favorable or unfavorable Pr 
assessed for the favorable test result is 60 %. If the result of the test is favorable DrhK • ^ 
that a successful sales level will be achieved is 80 %. But for an unfavorable testre° j ^ 
probability of success is assessed to be only 30%. Construct the probabilitv trpf- h; SU t’tIle 
show the probabilities. * agram a*d
Successful P (F and S ) = (0.60 ) (0.80) = 0.48
P (S / F) = 0.80
Favorable
P (F) = 0.60
Not successful P (F and N) = (0.60 ) (0.20) = 0.12
•ıs. P(N/F) = 0.20b
i! Successful P(UandS) = (0.40) (0.30) = 0.12.» •




P (U) = 0.40
Not successful
P^(N/U) = 0.70 _ P (U and N) = ( 0.40 ) (0.70) = 0.28W
P (F) = 0.60 
P (U) = 0.40












un favorable (Marginal Probability)
P (F and S) = o.48
p (F and N) =o.i2 
p (U and S) = o. 12 
P(UandN) =
. vorable test 
Probabiftf Pr0babiIİW
Pr ^oint Probability)*5*6 t6St resu^ and successful sales level 
(Joint Probability)*5*6 t6Sl resu** and ruısuccessflıl sales level




PART III. Probability Distributions
The problems in this section are related 
continuous random variables are
biııomial are also soived.
28 - Probability distribution of number of traffic accidents at an intersecti 
week penod is given on the follovving table.
Table 28.1 Number of accidents and probabilities
on during a







a - Define random variable considered in this example.
b - What is the probability of occurrence of 2 accidents?
c - What is the probability of occurrence of less than or equal to 2 accidents?
d - What is the probability of occurrence of more than 2 accidents?
e - What is the expected number of accidents, variance and Standard deviation of
accidents?
SOLUTION
a - Random variable in this problem is the “number of accidents”. It is a discrete random 
variable. It assumes values like 0, 1,2, 3, 4.
Random variables that take only distinct values are 
discrete random variables_____________
Random variables that take on any value on a continuum are
continuous random variables —
b - Probability of occurrence of 2 accidents is 0.12. P (X - 2) 0.12
Probability distributions provide probabilities corresponding to a ynlue or 
range of values which the random variable assumes, by an ge raıc 
formula, a table or a graph.____________ ____________ ______ ____
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C - P (X<2) = P(X = 0) + P(X-l) + P(X-2) - 0.35 + 0.43 + 0.12 = 0.90
Random variable assuming values 1 ess than or equal to 2 means tlıat it takes values 
and 2 as the random variable is discrete. Notice that, to find out the probability 0f 
that 0 or 1 or 2 accidents, addition rule of the probability is applied. As three of ıhe 
are mutually eıclusive, individual probabilities of occurrence of 0, 1 and 2 acc^ 
added to find out the required probability. ents are
of°, 1,
d - P (X>2) = P(X = 3) + P(X = 4) = 0.06 + 0.04 = 0.10
Altemative solution is;
P (X>2) - 1 - P (X<2) = 1 - 0.90 Events of greater than 2 accidents and less than
equal to 2 accidents are complemenlaıy events. ”
e - Table 28.2 Computation of expected number, variance and Standard deviation of 
No. of
accidents P (x) x.V(x) t*-E(*)]2 l> - E (x)f P (X)M
0 0.35 0 (0-1.01)2 = 1.0201 
(1 - 1.01)2 =0.0001
(1.0201) (0.35) = 0.357035 
(0.0001) (0.43) = 0.000043
0.43 0.43
2 0.12 0.24 j2 - 1.01)2 =0.9801
il- 1.01)2 = 3.960 T
(4- 1.01)2 = 8.9401
(0.9801) (0.12) = 0.117612
Ç3.9601) (0.06) = 0.237606
(8-9401) (0.04) = 0.357604
3 0.06 0.18
4 0.04 0.16
E(x) = Zx.P(X) = 1.01 v ( x) - Z P (x ) [x - E ( x )]2 =1.0699 
1.0699 = 1.0343597Standard Deviation =
- It is knovvn that 10 % 0f the it*
- Whaı is ıh. probability ıhat "^5 wl'cted Products witl be defective?
«S?“ "»l ,l„n"or0'*' “'“f pr0<tas"" ****
*** 0 ^ of the selected products will be
°f selected products will be 
equai t0 ^ of the selected products will
A random
g two defective items?c " What is the
f. ; What is the 
defective?




Probability distribution which will be used to find out ıh
guestion is binomial probability distribution. Binomial probabilili« in this
probability distribution for discrete random variables that hasTh^f u '** distribution is a
n!"J n - rP(X=r) = Prq n-rvn! (n-r)!
1. There are n independent trials.
2. Each trial has two basic outcomes named as success orfailure (success does not 
necessarily represent the favorable event, it is just to distinguish the outcomes in a trial
3. Probability of success ( p) ıs constant from trial to trial.
4. The main interest is the probability of observing specific number of success (n) or failine 
(n - r) in n trials.
In this example characteristics of bemouilli trials exist.
1. There are 10 trials. ( n = 10) in this example. Here, trial is selecting and checking 
whether the iteni is defective or not. These trials are independent, that is; probability of 
the second iteni being defective is not affected from the fîrst item being either defective 
or good. This assumption is valid if the selection is performed with replacement 
be assumed that il is so.
2. In each trial, the items checked are either defective or good In other words there are two 
basic outcomes. Observing a defective iteni is one of two basic outcomes and could be 
named as success. Observing a good item is the other basic outcome and could be named 
as failure.
3. Probability of success - observing a defective iteni in each trial in this example - is 10 %. 
( p = 0.10 ) It is known that 10 % of the iteıns produced by this machine is defective. 
Therefore each iteni selected has the sanıe chance of being a defective item and that 
chance is 10 %. Selection is assumed to be ıııade with replacement.
4. We are interested in the probability' of observing specific number of successes ( zero, 
one, two, less than three defective items) in 10 trials.
On the basis of above explanations probabilities of specific number of occurrences
by both using the binomial probability formula and binomial cumulatıve probability tao .
or can




From binomial cumulative probability table;
P(X=1)= P(X<;1)- P(X = 0) =0.7361 - 0.3487 = 0.3874
f \
10 0.102 0.908 =0.1937 
\2J
b-P(X = 2) =
From binomial cumulative probability table;
P(X = 2) = P (X ^ 2) - P(X<1) = 0.9298-0.7361 =0.1937
10 0.10° 0.9010 =C- P(X = 0) = 0.3487
07
From binomial cumulative probability table; P(X = 0)= 0.3487 
d-P(X<3) = P(X = 0) + P(X=1) + P(X = 2)
' \ / \
- “Jo.10* 0.90» 4 10 0.10' 0.90’ t (10)„.1O3
\ i y v 9 y
= 0.3487 + 0.3874 + 0.1937 = 0.9298 
From binomial cumulative probability table;
P(X<3)= P(XS2) = 0.9298
e’ p(x^3)- P(X = 0) + P(X =
= P (X < 3) +P(X = 3)
= 0.9298 + 0.0574 = 0.9872
l) + P(X = 2) + P(X = 3)or
In part c P (X < 3 ) is calculated as 0.9298.
From binomial 
P(X>4) = P(x =
“"“"■»«»■«blo; P (X £ 3) = 0.9872 
5) + P(X = 6) + p(x =
7) + P (X - 8) + p ( x = 9) + P ( X=10) 
0.0128
°r simply = ı _ p (X s 3) =1-0.9872 =
S'P(X>3) = ppc_
3) + P ( X =
p (X - 8) + P(x = 4) + P (X =9) + P(X=10)
P(Xs2)=j. 0.9298 =
5) + P(X = 6) + P(X = 7) +




Attention: Binomial probability distribution is a dncmf» u
variable assumes discrete values. If x being distribution- Random
—or 0 ”— - - SisSiir;
30 - If the success probability is 50 % , j„ 8 triaIs wh
variance of success? ıne expected number and
SOLUTION
Table 30.1 Computation of expected number 
distributions. and variance in binomial probability
No. of 
success * x.P(*)P(*) lx-E(x)]2 [*-E(x)]2P(*)*(x)
0 0.0039 0 (0 - 4)2 = 16 (16) (0.0039) = 0.0624
0.03121 0.0312 (1 - 4)2 =9 (9) (0.0312) = 0.2808
2 0.1094 0.2188 (2 -4)2 =4 (4) (0.1094) = 0.4376
3 0.2188 0.6564 (3 - 4)2 =1 (1) (0.2188) = 0.2188 I
4 0.2734 1.0936 (4 -4)2 =0 (0) (0.2734) = 0
5 0.2188 1.094 (5 “ 4)2 =1 (1) (0.2188) = 0.2188
6 0.1094 0.6564 (6 -4)2 =4 (4) (0.1094) = 0.4376
7 0.0312 0.2184 (7 - 4)2 =9 (9) (0.0312) = 0.2808
8 0.0039 0.0312#nd__________ _ _____________  (8 - 4)2 =16 ___________________
*2 column of the table is rounded up to 4 digits after decimal point. For that reason sum of the Iast oolumn oomes out 
to be 1.9992 instead of 2.
(16) (0.0039) = 0.0624
E(x) = Xx.P(x) = 4 V(x) = Z[x-E(x)]2P(x) = 2
Standard Deviation = V2 = 1.4142135 
Expected value and variance in binomial probability distribution are as follows: 
E (x) = n. p V ( x) = n. p. q
E(x)= 8x0.50 = 4 V (x ) = 8 x 0.5 x 0.5 = 2 
31 - Market share of a toothpaste brand in toothpaste market is estimated as 32 /o.
a - If V consumers are questioned about the brand of the too pas ’





b - If sample size is 125, how many of them are expected to prefer that toothpaste 
brand.
SOLUTION
a-E(x)= nx0.32 V (x) = n x 0.32 x 0.68
b - E (x) = 125 x 0.32 = 40 Out of 125 questioned consumers 40 are e\-pected to 
prefer that company's toothpaste.
32 - Probability that a sales representative of a credit card çenter of a bank that signs 
contract with merchants for collecting the credit card sales slips is 0.20 On a given 
day, what is the probability of signing ‘0’ to ‘n’ contracts; 
a - If she visits 5 merchants on a given day. 
b - If she visits 7 merchants on a given day.
c - If the probability is 0.15 and if she visits 5 merchants on a given day.
d - What is the most probable number of merchants that sales representative signs 
contracts for each of the cases given above?
e - Compute the expected number and Standard deviation of number of 
whom contracts are signed with. merchants
SOLUTION
Answers for part a, b and c are given in the fol!owing table;
T*3U w and °r 
Part (a) Part (c) Part (b)
No. of n = 5 
merchants
























f0Und ^ exa^ng“eCÎb!ef3TrhantS ** reP™ive signs contracts 
*n a, \vhere n =
are
5 P ~ 0.20 the most
Probable number of m
erchant is 1. P (x =1) = 0.4096
60
: î—î-'î p-»°:S -=^:rss,‘iiPps:r.s
Std. dev. = V5x~O20= 5 p = 0.20 E ( x ) = 5x0.20= 1e - n X 0.80 = 0.8944
n= 7 p = 0.20 E(x)= 7x0.20= 1.4 Std. dev. = -JÎİTÖ^ÖTÖJÖ =
1.0583
n = 5 p = 0.15 E(x)= 5x0.15 = 0.75 Std. dev. = V57Öİ57Ö85 = 0.7934
Attention: Parameters of binomial probability distribution
<SUb?I-5ÎsSbaööns fflTbtfeT ^
are n
33 - A company receives a shipment of hundred items. A random sample of four items is 
selected, and the shipment is rejected if any of these items proves to be unacceptable.
a - What is the probability of accepting a shipment containing four unacceptable items? 
b - What is the probability of accepting a shipment containing two unacceptable items? 
c - What is the probability of rejecting a shipment containing one unacceptable item?
SOLUTION
İn this case 100 items are shipped but acceptance or rejection decision will be made on the 
basis of the 4 items which are selected from 100 items. Therefore n (number of trials) is 4 in 
this case. Each of the four items are controlled whether they are acceptable or not and if any 
of these items prove to be defective (in other words if number of defective items is equal to 
or more than 1) then ali the shipment (100 items) is rejected.
Random variable x is defıned as number of unacceptable items.
Decision rule: Accept the shipment if x = 0 
Reject the shipment if x £ 1
Proportion of the unacceptable items is uncertain for the buyer in advance and possible 
defective proportions are given as States of nature in parts a, b, and c.
4 4 0.04^ 0.96^ = 1.1. 0.8493 - 0.8493a-p=r_ = 0.04 n = 4 P(x = 0) =
100 0
If shipment contains 4 unacceptable items, probability of accepting the shipment ıs 0.8493
h 2
P~7^=0.02 " = 4 P(x = 0) = 4 0.02° 0.984 = 1.1.0.9224 = 0.9224 
J
shipment contains 2 unacceptable items probability of accepting the shipment
0
61
4 0.01° 0.994 
\0S
1 n = 4 P(x£l)=l-P(x = °)=1-— =0.01c-p = 100
= 1 -0.9606 = 0.0394
If shipment contains 1 unacceptable item, probability of rejecting the shipment is 0.0394
As the shipment is accepted if x = 0, then probability of observing 0 defective item is 
1-P(x£ 1)
Inotherwords, if shipment contains 1 unacceptable item;
probability of rejecting the shipment is; 1 - 0.9606 = 0.0394 
probability of accepting the shipment is; 0.9606
34 - The probability that a business administration graduate program student will 
complete the program in 2 years is 0.60. If 10 applicants will be accepted to the 
program this year.
a - What is the probability that half of the students will complete in 2 years? 
b - What is the probability that at leasl half of the students will complete in 2 years? 
c - What is the most probable number of students who vvill complete in 2 years? 
d - What is the expected number of students who will complete in 2 years? 
e - What ıs the Standard deviation of students who will complete in 2 years?











vvithin 2 years ^mmbe^ of tîak ^ th number of students who will complete the program 
equal tolO. The probability of of students accepted to the program and it is
program and it is equal to 0 60 SS *S the probability that a student will complete the
' \





obtained ın the binomial probability ^blt^Th 1?1?raduate in 2 years can be simply 
P (x = 6) = o 2505 6 b1*681 Pr0babilityis for 6 occurrences.
= 0.200658
0) + P (x = 1) + p ( 
probability table P (
x =
2) + P ( x = 3) + P ( x = 4)] 
Xİ5)=1-P(x< 4)= 1 - 0.6331 =
x =
62
= 10 x 0.60 = 6 studentsd-E(x) = "P
p. q = 10 x 0.60 x 0.40 = 2.4 Std. dev. = y[2Ae-V(x) = n. = 1.5491
f - Random variable x can be also defmed as number of students who will not comDİete the 
program in 2 years but İn that case probability of success should be consistent with the 
defînition of random vanable. That ıs; p should be 0.40 vvhich is the probability that the 
student will not complete ın two years.
In the following table random variable x is defined in two different ways. In fact; if number 
of students who will not complete in 2 years is 1 out of 10 applicants, it means that number 
of students who will complete in 2 years is 9. Similarly if the prior is 7 then the later is 3. 
Therefore; there is no difference between stating as 7 students who will not complete the 
program” or “3 students who will complete the program”.
Table 33.1 Defıning random variable in two different ways.
0 1 2 3Number of students 
who will not complete
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 02 1Number of students 
who will complete
In this part probability that at rnost 2 students will not complete the program is asked
i) If x is defined as given in the first row of the table above, x will take the values of 0, 1
and 2.
ii) If x is defined as given in the second ro\v of the table above, then x will take the values of 
10, 9 and 8.
Solutions which lead the same resull are given respectively belo\v.
i)P(x^2) = [P(x = 0) + P(x=l) + P(x = 2)]
f \ ı' \
10 0 401 0.609 + 10 0.402 0.60** = 
V2710 0.40° 0.6010 + v ı v
İi) P (x > 8) = [ P ( X = 10) + P ( x = 9) + P (X = 8) ]
10] 0.609 0.401 +
V 8/
As seen in the above Solutions; first, second and the> third le^theterms 
Combinations that are equal are given belo\v. Obvıous >
0
r \ 0.608 0.402 =10 0.6010 0.40° +=
\9Jvıoy
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35 - On the average 80 percent of the outputs produced by a machine is good. Outputs 
being good or defective is a Bemoulli Process.
a - What is the probability that the last item is good? 
b - What is the probability that randomly selected two items are good? 




a - Probability of the last item being good is 0.80. Probability of each product being good 
is 0.80 because in Bemouilli processes success probability is constant from trial to trial.
b - One of the characteristics of Bemouilli process is that outcomes of successive trials are 
independent. Therefore probability of selecting two good items is the product of individuai 








Paıt b can be also solved by using binomial formula;
2, tvvo items are selected.
P = 0.80 and
x is defined as number of good items. 





0.802 0.20° =P(x=2) = 1 x 0.64 x 1 = 0.64\2J
C ' n three items are selected 
p-0.80 and
X1S defined as number of good items.
required but in this case among three
f \
Jö.802 0.201 3 x 0.64P(x = 2 ) =
x 0.20 = 0.384
64
Para Bank has recenüy introduced a new type credit cardcalled Silvercard targeted 
^ ’different group of customers. Past data show that 30 percent of applicants who have 
nded previous credit card types, are rejected by bank as the applicants do not meet the 
•rements of the bank. Whether the applicant meets the requireraent of bank or not is a 
reqW illi process. Suppose that on a given day a bank branch have received the applicaüon 
bern of 10 customers which they send to the credit evaluaüon çenter of the bank. Find the
follovving probabilıties.
. Exactly 3 applicants will be rejected? 
b . None of them will be rejected?
c.Lessthan4 willbe rejected?




10 0.303 0.707 = 0.2673 
V 3)
From binomial cumulative probability table
p(X = 3) = p(x<3 )-P(x<2)= 0.6496 - 0.3828 = 0.2673
a-P(x = 3) =
10 0.30° 0.7010 = 0.0282
V 0 )
From binomial cumulative probability table, the same result can be read directly from the 
table.
c-P(x<4) = [P(x = 0) + P(x = 1) + P (x = 2) + P (x = 3) ]
From binomial cumulative probability table 
P(x<4)= P ( x<3 ) = 0.6496
d - Notice that in part d probability of more or equal to 6 applicants beıng accepted ıs 
asked. More or equal to 6 accepted applicants means less tlıan 4 applicants being rejecte 
This probability is computed in part c which is equal to 0.6496.
37 - İn an advertising program, it is claimed that 25 percent of consumers prefer brand 
SAF soaps. If this daim is true;
a “ What is the probability that fewer than 3 consumers in a random sample of 10 prefer
the advertiser's brand?
b - What is the probability that the number of consumers preferring 
a sample of 10 consumers?
b - P (x = 0) =




ic - Compute expected value and Standard devıatıon of number of consumers wh0 
that soap in a random saraple of 60 consumers? 
d - If among a sample of 60 consumers, only 10 preferred the brand, what inference 
you make about the daim?
SOLUTION
a - n =10; p = 0.25 P(x<3 ) = [P(x = 0) + P(x = 1) + P(x = 2)]
From binomial cumulative probability table;
P(x<3)=P(x£2)= 0.5256
b- n =10;p = 0.25 P(3^ x<5) = [P(x = 3) + P(x = 4) + P(x = 5)]
From binomial cumulative probability table;
P(3£x<5) = P( x<5)-P(x<2) = 0.4547 
G- n = 60;p = 0.25
E (x) = n. p = 60 x 0.25 = 15 consumers out of 60 are expected to prefer that 
V(x) = n.p.q = 60x0.25x0.75 = 11.25 Std. dev. = VTl.25 = 3.3541
eachtaaml ifnÎdefectivîitem lîfo*?0™ Ch'f by İnspectinS a samPle of 5 chips from 
vvithout fiuther testing If at least ı "defe the Iot enters t0 the production process
^ed one by one ^t is me iSH ? ?“P ‘S otaerved* the chiPs >" «« lot is 

















a -1 % 
b-10%.
SOLUHON
Ali the Chips in the lot are decided tnh,;
SK? °f 5 cldps- Therefore; first step is^ofin^ C?SC of findinS öven one defective in a 
ComnıT^tem ^ 3 °f 5 chips based on i o/°U ^ probabiIity of finding at least one
a. p(x£l) = 1-P(x =0) = 5 0 c„ 0.0 r 0.9951- = 0.950990 J
b“ p(x£l) =
1’p(x =0) =ı. 5 0.10° 0.905 =
0.59049vo;
66
eer of a company has been revealed that the proportion of people 
39 - ^arketİn^c^3ge design is 60 %. Suppose that manager has asked the opinion of 20
j^ople selected ^bafcdHty thatless than 9 will favor the new package design? 
a. V/hat is *e pr uity that at most 6 will not favor the new package design? 
b - What is the P10^.^ that exactıy half of them will favor the new package design? 
c. What is t^ıeet^r°pected yalue and the Standard deviation of the persons favoring package
design?
SOLUTION
n = 20 
p = 0.60
q= 1-P
<= proportion of people who favor new package design 
= o.40 <= proportion of people who do not favor new package design 
<= Number of people who favor new package design
= 1-0.60
- Binoraial probability tables are sometimes prepared up to p = 0.50 fortunately. Because 
of the symnıetry of the distribution, wlıile looking at the table, instead of 0.60, the 
probabilities computed for p = 0.40 can be used to fınd out the required probabilities. 
However the values of the random variable for which the probabilities are searched ffom the 
table should be consistent vvith p.
Ifp will be assumed as 0.40 percent which shows the proportion of people who do not favor 
the new design, then the variable should be defıned as the number of people who do not 
favor the new design
Less than 9 will favor new design means at least 9 people (ie. equal or more than 9) will not 
favor the new package design.
From binoınial cumulative table:
P(x>9)=l-P(x<8)=l -0.5956 = 0.4044
h - At most 6 will not favor new design; P (x < 6) = 0.25
a
p °f them favors the new design means the other half \vill not favor the design. 
rom binoraial cumulative table;
p(x=10) = p(x<1o) 
<1-E(x) =
V(x) = n.
- P ( x < 9 ) = 0.8725 -0.7553 = 0.1172
n ■ P = 20 x 0.60 = 12
P- q = 20 x 0.60 x 0.40 = 4.8 Std. dev. = ^4^ = 2.1909
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40- 5 similar machines are operating independently in a production System p 
of breakdown for eaclı of these machines within 30 days is 0.30. Production ' ***>% 




a - What is the probability that exactly two of the machines will have breakd 
days?
b - What is the probability that the production system will continue to 
30 days?
0Wn 'vithin 30 




n = 5 <= totalnumber of machines. 
p = 0.30 <= probability of a machine breakdown within 30 days. 
x <= number of machines that breakdown.
5 0.302 0.703 =a-P(x=2)= 10 . (0.09) (0.343) = 0.30872,
b - Production system will continue 
breakdovvn occuıs within 30 days.
P(x = 0) = | 5 jo.30° 0.705 =
to operate for at least 30 days if no maclıine
i
1. (0.09) (0.16807) = 0.0151260
Planistased on a randoİy^Î^^S of^part’TÎ CUn'eiU aCCeplance samPlinS 
s0>sh1pmentsareacceptecL ahenvise 10 Pa^. If the number of saztıple defectives
b ■ Wha! I the SS3S îÎS2 it”’ * °n the 5 % is defective?
C ‘ ^15 lhe Probability of rejecting a shinTeT f ^ ** 1 % İs defective?
SOLUT,ON a sbıpment, ıf on the average 10 % is defective?
h
10 Q _0.05%.955 =
07
3 " P ( X = 0) =
1.1. (0.7738) = 0.77378
^ " P(x = 0) = f101Oftl0 A 5 
voJ00 °" = 1.1. (0.95099) = 0.95099
c"p(x>0) = 1 "p(x = 0) = 10 nv o J010 °-90 =1 - 1 “ {1. 1. (0.59049)} 





42 - An operatör who enters sales slip input data in Computer, incorrectly 
0f 100 on the avcrage. She enters 50 sales slip on a given day.
I - What is tlıe probability that on a given day, she will enter ali the slips correctly? 
b - What is the probability that on a given day, she wül correctly enter more ıhan 90 •/ of 
the slips? 0
SOLUTION




<= proportion of slips which are incorrectlp = 0.05 y entered
q = 1- p = 1- 0.05 = 0.95 c= proportion of süps vvhich are correctly entered 
x <= Number of slips which are incorrectly entered
a - When number of incorrectly entered sales slip is 0, that i 
entered on a given day will be correct.
From binomial cumulative probability table; n = 50 p = 0.05 and x = 0 
P(x = 0) = 0.0769
b - More than 90 % correctly entered slip correspond to more than 45 slips (0.90 x 50 = 
45). As x is defined as the number of incorrectly entered sales slip, more than 45 correctİY 
entered sales slip correspond to less than 5 correctly entered sales slip.
From binomial cumulative probability table; n = 50 p = 0.05
P (x < 5 ) = 0.8964
0, then ali the slipsıs; x =
43- The product manager of a product claims that 50 % of their customers will not like
deSİgn proposed lheir advertising agent. If tlüs daim is true what is the 
P ılıty that ın a sample of 50 customers at least 33 will not like the package.
SOLUTION
p(x>33)= l -P(X£32) =
reauired restaurant tn İstanbul Boshfours can serve up to 40 people. Reservation is 
75 %actuSnhey ^aVG °n^ ^ seals- Hovvever among the people making dinner reservation 
that am ^ attend dillner- For each niglıt, restaurant makes reservation up to 45 people if 
Probabir^H^ reservadon received, because they don’t expect ali of them to attend. The 
table ^ dlstd^)udon number of seats reser\'ed for each niglıt is given in the following





ion of number of seats reserved.
4543 44424138 39 40
PW 0.16 0.2 0.15 0.11 0.09 0.020.04 0.030.060.070.07
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a - What is the expected number and variance of reserved seats? 
b - What is the expected number and variance of people who attend dinner if 45 pe0pie
make reservation?
c - in what proportion of days does the number of people attending dinner exceed the 
number of available seats? (Assume independence between nuınber of reservaüon made and 
the probability that a people will attend dinner)
SOLimON
a - Table 44.2 Computation of expected number and variance of reserved seats.
39 4037 38 41No.ofres. seats (x) 35 36 42 43 44 45
0.090.16 0.20 0.15 0.11 0.07Probability P(x) 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.02 E(x) =
x.P(x) 5.6 7.2 5.55 4.18 3.51 2.8 2.87 2.52 1.72 1.32 0.9 38.17
(x - E(x)) -3.17 -2.17 -1.17 -0.17 0.83 1.83 2.83 3.83 4.83 5.83 6.83
[*-E(jt)]2 10.05 4.709 1.369 0.029 0.689 3.349 8.009 14.67 23.33 33.99 46.65 V(x) =
7.3811P(x)[x - E (r)j2 1.608 0.942 0.205 0.003 0.062 0.234 0.561 0.88 0.933 1.02 0.933
Expected number ofreserved seats-38.17 Variance of reserved seats = 7.3811 
b - Expected number of people who attend dinner 
Variance of people who attend dinner =
= n.p = 45x0.75 = 33.75
n.p.q = 45 x 0.75 x 0.25 = 36 = 8.4375
°f!” M Tl>= T Of people
than 40 and also if the number of rv ı° ava]!able .seats 1x5111 the reservation is more 
first step in soluüon should be definSgÎe^CTenfc8 ^ ^ 4°~ Therefore lhe
both the reserved seats will be Jreat!^ th ^ B combined by interseetion. It means
number of
If x shows th 
P(A) = P (x > 40) =
e number of reserved seats;
°07 +0.06+ 0.04+ 0.03+0.02 =
abmomialprobabilitydistribuÜM^thn^45 andp8-^111161’ 016 random variable
0.22 (From the above table)




= P(A).P(B)ssumed to be independent P (A and B)





ZU in case ofr S®d probably, the quality of the service provided decreases, but the 
ofthe shortage of sem such a sllUation is veıy low. On the other hand, the people
probability'^jjaıthough they make reservation is 25 % O - 75 % - 25 %). 
ffho do not atten overbooking for 5 more people rather than rejecting theır reservation
TherefmenUo fncrease the number of people that attend. 
requ' ^"0
of orders for a spare part received by a fırm is 14 per week on the average.
- what is the probability of no order on a particular day? 
b - W hat is the probability of one order on a particular day? 
c - What is the probability of more than 2 orders on a particular day? 
d - What is the probability of less than 3 orders on a particular day?




Probability distribution which will be used to fmd out the required probabilities in this 
question is Poisson distribution. This distribution is a probability distribution for discrete 
random variables. Probability function of Poisson process is as foIlows:
rV
P (X = x) =
jc!
e =2.71828... is base of the natural logarithms 
Above probability function i 
occurrences ( x occurrences) 
occurrences (X) is known in a gi
ıs applied to fmd out the probability of speciflc number of 
given period of time, length, area. Average number of 
period of time, length or area.
m a
ven
Characteristi■CS of a Poisson process are as follovvs:
speciTıc area is constanMnTh!^65 ^ m 3 SpeCİfic time interval> in a specifıc length, in a 
ü)Thedered f°r a % >- ıs 14/7 = 28’ ' ^ W f°r 3 WCek' 113Verage number of occurrences is
ür ‘r™1, eıc-is “‘‘'p™*1» <*«««mn™»of a„y f 'vhaKver “""'bor of occurrenee i„ a given dav,
‘a>I"M"C”'t0"1'cl'*yoflhe5Sr ,S Same f°r a" ^ (“'Probabil“y »f I
°f ‘"tabib* °f »ore than one occurrenee is close nen,
i) Ave
Soluti°nto the Problem based on the above explanation is as follows;
71
umber of ordeıs per day (X) should be laken as 2 (14/7 = 2).Average n
Random variable x is defined as the nuraber of orders
—21 e 1.-v = 0.135335a-P(X=0) = —~
e-V





C - P (x > 2) = 1 - P (x ^ 2) = 1 - (P (x = 0) + P (x = 1) + P (x = 2))
= 1 - (0.135335 + 0.27067 + 0.27067)
= 1-0.676675 
= 0.323325
d - P( x < 3) = P (x = 0) + P (x = 1) + P (x = 2)
= 0.676675
Note that P( x < 3) + P (x > 2) =1 (P x = 3) is counted in the second term. 
Because x < 3 includes x = 0, x = 1, and x =2 and 
x > 2 includes x = 3, x = 4, ete.
î-30 <*■«
SOLUTION
X = 1 => Average number of breakdo 
x- number of breakdowns
46-
oecur in the ne.\( 30 days?
wn per month.
-1.0 e~he 1a-P(x = 0) =
= 0.367879=: - ----0! 1
b-P(xâi) =
amonthisTOmâtdyom37nthl probability that no breakdotvn (0
1‘P(x = 0)=ı. 0.367879 =
0.632121
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intersection is a Poisson process. On the average 3in an,mher of accidents
'Z^°ccm ******
■ the probability of occurrence of a single accident in 4 weeks? 
Wh3tlS [pected number and variance of accidents in 4 weeks?
bability of occurrence of a single accident in 2 weeks?
47
a-
b. Whal is the ex
c' is the expected number and variance of accidents in 2 weeks?
S0LUTION
a. Average number of accidents in 4 weeks is 3 . Therefore X = 3
—3 ol 3 = 0.049787x3 = 0.149361p(x=1)=-7î
b - In Poisson process both the expected number and variance of occurrences are equal to X
Standard deviation = V3 = 1.73205V (x) = X = 3E(x) = A.= 3.
c - Average number of accidents in 2 weeks is 3 / 2 =1.5. Therefore X = 1.5 
~ = 0.223130 x 1.5 = 0.334695P(x=l) =
d - E (x) = A. = 1.5. V (x) = Â. = 1.5 Standard deviation = VİL5 = 1.22474
0,CCUrrence is for a specific time 
observing any number of occu’rrenc^ COmputinS Probability of





6 distnbuti°n of numbe 
Sundays follows
12:00 r of calls to a poliçe dispatcher betw 
a Poisson distribution with X = 5.
b ■ What is the probability V* ^ ^





probabilities of exactly x




P (x =0) = 0.0067- From the table, where X-5a
.
■ b-P(x>4)=l-P(x<4)=l-( 0.0067 + 0.0337 + 0.0842 + 0.1404 + 0.1755)




49 - PUTER computers are fully warranted during its first year. The number of service 




I a - What is the probability of no service calls during the warranty period? 
b - What is the probability of more than 1 service cali?
c - If cost of each service cali for a distribütör is 1 million TL on the average, what is the 




- Average number of service calls during warranty period is 0.8. Tlıerefore X = 0.8.a
e-°-80.8° e'2!
P (x=0) = Q! =——=0.4493291
P(x>l)=l-P(x^i) =
can be obtained from the Poisson cumulative 
es ot less than or equal to x values are given.
1 -0.8088 = 0.1912
:i «f'Ss ramy serv,ce ca,is ^ r comPuter depends on the expected number
H(x)*İ eost of each service cali =
08 * 1 million = 800.000
3
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50 - NAC Company producing cans, reports that the number of failures per 8 hour shift 
on its assembly üne follows a poisson process vvith a mean of 0.6. There aSthree sîlfS 
the factory.
- What is the expected value and Standard deviation of the number of failures 
b . v/hat is the probability of exactly one failure during the midnight shift? 
c - What is the probability of fewer than two failures during the afternoon shift?
d - What is the probability of no faüure during three consecutive 8 hour shifts? (Assume 
that the machines operate independently across the shifts)
per shift?a
SOLUTION
Standard deviation = = 0.774596V (x) = X = 0.6a - E (x) = X = 0.6.
b - From Poisson distribution table in which probabilities of exactly x occurrences are 
given.
P(x = 1) = 0.3293
C -From Poisson cumulative probabilities in which probabilities of less than or equal to x 
are given.
P ( x < 2 ) = 0.9769
d - It is the joint occurrence of three independent events. If events A, B. and C are deflned 
as occurrence of no failure in each of the three shifts respectively. The probability of no 
failure during three consecutive 8 hour shifts is as foIlows;
P (A) = P ( x = 0) = 0.3293 P (B) = P (x = 0) = 0.3293 P (C) = P (x = 0) = 0.3293
P (A and B and C) = (0.3293) (0.3293) (0.3293) = 0.03570
51 - An investment manager receives an average of 6 calls per halfan hour from her 
clients. Assuming calls are Poisson process, what is the probability that she will not be 
inlerrupted by a cali during a 5 minute coffee break?
SOLUTION
Average number of calls in half an hour is 6. Average number of calls in 5 minu 
Therefore X = 1.
If there will be no cali (x = 0) she will not be interrupted.
= 1
-1,0 -11
a-P(x = 0) = - = 0.367879= e
0! 1
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theycan'servTonthe°average3'custome’rs in 5 minutes due to insufficient 
tey eı t0 handle the orders. Assume that number of orders received and numbe^J
and personn 
calls served are independent
- What is the probability that during any five minutes more than 3 orders wiiı ^ 
receieved?
b - What is the probability that during any five minutes more than 3 customers will be 
served?
c - What is the probability that during any five minutes more than 3 orders will be received 
and they will be served?
a
SOLUTTON
a - Random variable x is defined as the number of orders received in 5 minutes.
Average number of orders received in 5 minutes (X) is 5
Solution by using Poisson probabilities table in which the probability of exactly V 
occurrences are given; y
P(x>3)=l-P(xS2)=l - {P(x = 0) + P(x = 1) + P ( x = 2)}
. /^55° e 552\
Yj~) = I - (0.0067 + 0.0337 + 0.0842)- +
= 1-0.1246 = 0.8754
b - Another random variable i 
customers served in 5 minutes.
Average number of customers served
Solution by using Poisson
occurrences are given;
P(x>3 )= 1.
«s considered in part b. X is defined as the number of 
in 5 minutes (X) is 3. 
probabilities table in which the probability of exactly ‘x’
(0.0498 + 0.1494 + 0.2240) = 1 - 0.4232 = 0.5768
From Poisso 
to V are given, P (x s 2 )can be'reacUlîrecU Proİ3at)‘lities of less than or equal 
P(x>3)=ı.p(xs °m etable'
- 0.4232 = 0.5768
c - The probability that durin
be served shouldteipmeS'!!? T ,han 3 0rders WİI1 received and
ty usmg the multıplication rule of probability.
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E ent A is receiving more than 3 orders. Computed as 0.8753 in part a.
nt B is serving more than 3 customers. Computed as 0.5768 in part b.
bability that during any five minutes more than 3 orders will be received and they 
Pf0 be served is the probability of joint occurrence of event A and event B. Notice that 
assumed as independent events.
p (A and B ) = (0.8753) (0.5768) = 0.504873
53 - What is the probability of less than 2 arrivals in 10 minutes;
If on the average 2.4 arrivals occur in one hour? 






- If on the average 2.4 arrivals occur 1 hour; 
in 10 minutes (2.4 / 6 = 0.4) arrival occurs.
Therefore X is 0.4
From Poisson cumulative probabilities in which probabilities of less than or equal to V
a
P(x< 1) = 0.9384
b - If on the average 8.4 arrivals occur 1 hour; 
in 10 minutes 8.4 / 6 = 1.4 arrivals occur.
Therefore A, is 1.4
From Poisson cumulative probabilities in vvhich probabilities of less than or equal to x
P(x< 1) = 0.5918
Attention: Probability of less than 2 arrivals - \vhen average occurreııce ıs 0.4 - ıs higher
less than or equal to 1 in case of X - 0.4 correspond to less t an hieher
is; when the average arrival rate (X) increases, the probability of obs g gh 
number of occurrences increases.
54 - Şaban Bekler is waiting for a hitchhiking to go his job m the' ™
intersection on the road of Bosphours Bridge. During the time e ıs process.
the average 8 available cars pass by in 10 minutes. Suppose car amvalsare Poisson proc
On a day if he can not get a car vvithin 5 minutes, he vvill be ate to
77
a - What is the probability that Şaban will not be late to his job? 
b - What is the probability that Şaban vvill wait from 2.5 minutes to 7.5 minutes?
SOLUTTON
- If he can get a car within 5 minutes he will not be late to his job. Arrival of at 1 
available car within 5 minutes is sufficient for him to go to his job on time The ^ 
variable is the number of car arrivals and we are interested in the probability of arri Ta^°m 
least one car P (x > 1) within 5 minutes. Va at




-v -4 ^r=1~eP(X 2tl)=l-P(x = 0)=l- = 1-0.0183 = 0.9817
b - Şaban vvill continue to wait if he can not get a car In other vvordc in
sas -•r■»- "«îse?Jhis after 2.5 minutes in the next 5 minutes time int“(2 S tTvT C°nSİdered Bes'dcs 
least one car should be considered so that he vvill vvaTt 1. İ , J'f nl",UteS) arrİval of a‘ 
there are two independent events here. °St 75 mmutes- As a result,
Event A is anival of no. avaüable car vvithin 2.5 minutes 
That is adjusted X is 8 x (2.5 / 10) = 2.
e~2l°p(A)= P(x = 0) =
Event B is arrival of at least
That is, adjusted A. i 
P(B) = P (x âi) =
one available car witlıin 5
*s 8 x (5 / 10) = 4
minutes (from 2.5 to 7.5 minutes).
i- P (x = 0) Frapana,p fc £ 1)OfoMas0 93|7 
01112.5 minutes to 7.5 minuıes is P (A and B)
and B are independent.
0.132824
Probability that Şaban vvill wait fr 
p(AandB) = P(A)
- P (B) Events A 
(0.1353) x (0.9817) = 
In poisson
p (A and B) =
dttention :
for 5 minutes is not H ff°Ve probIem> comoutafi S P3*İS’ Poisson process“«»«««w .i* ns™»,,",,: “s.1ısılı
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with size of approximately 100 meter square in a Street is 




c' T! î the nrobability that rents are betvveen 275 million and 325 mıllıon? 
d "vvhat is the probability that rents are less than 250 million?
What is the probability that rents are greater than 350 mıllıon? 
mat is the probability that rents are between 250 million and 350 million?
SOLUTION
Normal distribution is a continuous probability distribution. It is a beli shaped and 
symmetrical around its mean. As it is a continuous probability distribution, the random 
variable may assume any value within an interval and the probability of the values within 
an interval is considered. These probabilities are represented by the areas under the normal 
The parameters of the normal distribution is mean ( p ) and Standard deviation (a ). 
That is for each value of mean and/or Standard deviation there is a different normal 
distribution. N ( p ; a ). In this example the random variable rent is assumed to have a 




a - Z is a Standard normal variable which has a Standard normal distribution. The mean 
and Standard deviation of this distribution is 0 and 1 respectively. The formula to convert 
the value of the random variable having a normal distribution to Standard normal variable 
(z score) is as follows ;
(x- p)/ct
x is the value which the random variable assumes; p and a are the mean and Standard 
evıatıon of üıe random variable. Z shows the distance betvveen the value of the random 
vana le and its mean (x - p) in terms of the Standard deviation (a) of the distribution
z =
375-300i) Z score corresponding to 375 is z =
of 37s°nı,m5 m!^0n ^ *s 3 Standard deviation above the mean rent. In other words a rent 
°n devıates ffom the mean rent by 3 Standard deviation.
= 3
25
n) Z 300-300score corresponding to 300 is z = = 0
25
A rent of 300 million TL is equal to mean rent.
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height is 1.80 meter is 12 cm above the average heıghl (1.80 - 1.68 = 12 ). this 
deviation fiom the mean is expressed in terms of Standard deviation, he/she is 3 
Standard deviation (12/4 =3) above the mean. As a result a height of 1.80 is 3 
Standard deviation above its mean, a rent of 375 is 3 Standard deviation above its 
mean ete. Note that by converting the values 1.80 and 375 to z scores, they are 
standardized.
325-300
b- P(x>325) => zscore corresponding to325 is z-------------
25
To find out the probabilities corresponding to the required intervals like x > 325, first step 
is to find out the corresponding z scores. Then, from the Standard normal probabilitv 
distribution table, probabilities corresponding to z scores can be directly read or adjusted 
according to the required interval. Here, half area table is used. That is; the probabilities 
given corresponding to z scores represent the area between z = 0 and the required z value
= 1




275-300corresponding to 275 is z = = -1
25
P (x < 275 ) = P (z < - !)
= 0.5-0.3413
= 0.1587
«ounİ fenmİdtheatİ°n ^ lhe “ As the normal 
z = o Z-T 0 and z = 1 is equal to the aL (probablht> ) corresponding to the
areas conesnn n ^erefore in stan<krd normal nmh ^Drresponding to the interval betvveen
^nespondmg to intervals betweenSn?babl Ity tab,es il is «fiBdent to have the
O and z = pius values.
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be also prepared as cumulativeti0„: Standard SSttS; F (z) shows the probability that a
Att cÜstribuUontocüOan^jg les$ than the value z. For exarnple 
Standard non = i p ( 1 ) = 0.8413 is read directly from the table. Thıs 
valu^is’tlre probability öf z being less than 1. P (z < 1) = 0.8413
^ ^ z score corresponding to 275 is -1
zscore corresponding to325 is 1d-P(275<x
<77- P ( 275 < x < 325 ) = P (-1 < z < 1)







= -2e - P (x < 250 ) => z score corresponding to 250 is z - 25
P (x < 250 ) = P (z < - 2)




------------ = 2f - P (x > 350 ) => z score corresponding to 350 is z - 25
P ( x > 350 ) = P (z >2)




corresponding to250 is -2=> zscore
z score corresponding to 325 is 2g - P (250 < x < 350)
P (250 < x < 350) = P (-2 < z < 2)
= 0.4772 + 0.4772 
= 0.9544
350250 300
56 - The weights of packages of a brand of cereal are normally distributed with a mean of 
2 kg. and a Standard deviation of 50 gr. A package is selected randomly among this
popu!ation.What is the probability that the package willweighbetween;
a- 1.950 and 2.050 kg 
b- 1.900 and 2.100 kg.
C-1.850 and 2.150 kg.
SOLUTTON
L950- 2.000* " P (1-950 < x < 2.050) 2.050-2.000=> Z2 = = -1 Z2 = = 150 50
.•
P ( 1.950 < x < 2.050 ) = P (- 1 < z < 1)
M413: 03413mı = 0.3413 + 0.3413§i• • - = 0.6826•ı o +ı z
Note that pıobabilitv tiı
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2.100-2.0001.900-2.000
— Zr = 2z2 =x < 2.100 ) =* Zl- 5050b. P( 1.900 <
P (1.900 < x < 2.100) = P (- 2 < z < 2) 
= 0.4772 + 0.4772
/ 0.47720.4772 = 0.9544
z+ 2o-2
assumed to have a normal distribution haveos 44 % of the cereal packages vvhich are 
1.900 and 2.100 kg.vveights betvveen
2.150-2.000 
--------------- = 31.850 - 2.000 = -3 z2 =C- P ( 1.850 < x < 2.150 ) => Zj - 5050
P (1.850 <x< 2.150) = P (- 3 <z<3)
= 0.4987 + 0.4987
0.4987 0.4987 = 0.9974ı M'
+3 z•3 0
99.74 % of the cereal packages which are assumed to have a normal distribution have 
weights beUveen 1.850 and 2.150 kg.
In normal distribution;
68.26 percent of the observations are within 1 Standard deviation of the mean.
95.44 percent of the observations are within 2 Standard deviation of the mean.
99.74 percent of the observations are within 3 Standard deviation of the mean.
57 - A mail order company receives 47 orders on the average per week vvith a Standard 
deviation of 2.7 orders. Number of the orders are nomıally distributed.
;
- During a \veek, \vhat is the probability that the company will receive i) more than 52, ıı) 
less than 50, iii) between 39 and 53.















ii) P ( x < 50 ) => z = = 1.11®lff 2.7
!





39-47 53-47üi) P( 39<x<53) => = -2.963Z = = 2.222Z“2.7 2.7
:
P ( 39 < x < 53 ) = P ( - 2.96 < z < 2.22 )






which has an occurrence probabilîtytf oVcTin3"^ °f values of tlle random variable “sales”
P<x.< X < X2) =0.90 i
ıs given,the values of xı and x2 are asked. 1
84
, . fhe z scores corresponding to these values from the Standard normal 
First step table as the corresponding probability is given. The table used here
probability dislri 1̂ ° which sh0Ws the probabilities from mean (z = 0 ) to any z score. 
is the half area ^bl d ^ by 2 (0 90 , 2 = 0.4500). That is;
P ( z, < z < 0) = 0.45 and P (0 < z < z2 ) = 0.45= 0.90Z < Z 2 )P(Z,<
table. The
corresponding z
P(0 <z < 1.65 ) =0.4505< 1.64) =0.4495P(0<z
take the average of 1.64 and 1.65 and assume that; 
= 0.4500 P(-1.645 < z < 0)
We can
= 0.4500p ( 0 <z < 1.645 )
sign in front of z value found from the tableAttention: It should be noticed that minus 
should be recorded as zpbecause z, isbelow the mean.
i
= 0.90 This equality is read as follows;P (-1.645 <z < 1.645 )
In 90 perçem of the time (here time unit is week) the sales level is between 1.645 Standard 
deviation below and above the mean.
The next step is to find out the values wlüch are 1.645 Standard deviation below and above 
the mean. As the mean sales level is given as 47 and Standard deviation ıs 2.7, by 
sublracling z a (1.645 x 2.7) from mean and adding z a (1.645 x 2.7) to mean xt an 2 
is computed.
-47X ıx -47
İ.645 2.7-1.645 - 2.7
X2= 47+1.645 (2.7) = 51.44X, = 47-1.645 (2.7) = 42.56
P( 42.56 <x <51.44) =0.90
than, less than a z score orNote that in part a, the probabilities corresponding to more 
between two z scores are found. In part b, z scores corresponding to the pro a 11 
found.
85
«fi D,ni mmoration has developed a new detergent and will nıake pricing decision. Sales 
the determination of profit margin. Initial est.mate of daily sales is 5000 
fSe average with a Standard deviation of 850. Hovvever forecasts are revised later and 
Sly Svel on the average is expected as 4500 kg. Sales are normally distributed.
-What is the probability that daily sales will be greater than 5000 according to the initial 
forecast?
b -What is the probability that daily sales will be greater than 5000 according to the 
revised forecast?
c -What is the probability that daily sales will be behveen 4000 and 5000 according to the 
revised forecast, given that; i) Standard deviation is same, ii) Standard deviation is 700 iii) 
Standard deviation is 950?
a
SOLUTION
a - N (5000; 850)
P (x > 5000 ) =3> P (z > 0 ) =0.5
b - N (4500; 850)
5000-4500P (x > 5000 ) => zı = = 0.588
850





< 5000) => Z =
C-İ)N(4500 
p(4000<x
5000-45004000 - 4500 = 0.588= -0.588 £ =
850850
"T7
















iii) N (4500; 950)
5000 - 45004000-4500 = 0.526= -0.526 £ =P (4000 < x < 5000 ) => z = 950950




No,e that; „ten Standard de.ta.ion ot .te MM.
level being within 4000 and 5000 is 0.4448. When Standard dev.ano^^ ^ ^ ^ 
with the same mean, the probability of the same nl (* and the probabilitv of the
distribution gets narro\ver \vhen Standard devıatıon increases \vilh the same mean
same interval increases. In the third part standar evi the ^stnbution becomes
and tlıe probability of the same interval becomes . • babilitv of the same interval







L amount of observation vvill fail vvithin a defmed range fortunately (in above 
problem case üi). Hovvever if the distribuüon ıs less dispersed Standard 
deviation vvill come out a smaller value and larger amount of observation will 
fail \vithin a defined range. Because the values are closer to the mean in this 
case (in above problem case ii).
59 - Weekly average sales level of Koriflam cosmetics company is 10 million TL per 
salesman. Suppose that the distribution of sales is normal with Standard deviation 1 million 
TL. Human resources management department proposed a new incentive System for the 
salesmen vvho seli more tlıan 11.96 million TL.
a - What proportion of the salesmen will benefit from the new incentive System? 
b - D*the sales amount is less than 7.5 million TL. salesmen is regarded as unsuccessful, 




P(x> 11.96) => z =a- = 196
1
P (z > 1.96 ) = 0.5 - 0.4750 = 0.0250
2.5 % of the salesman vvill benefit from 
the nevv incentive System.
0.0250
•>- P(x< 7.5) =>
P (z < -2.5 ) = 0.5 - 0.4938 = 0.0062




60 - The amount of tomato paste filled in one kg. cans is known to have a normal 
distribution with variance equal to 400 grams. The cans filled by amount of less than 950 
erams of paste are not acceptable. What should be the average amount of tomato paste for 
2ch the maclıine should be adjusted so that no more than 1 % of the cans of tomato paste
will be unacceptable?
SOLUTION
Random variable x is the amount of tomato paste filled by machine. If x < 950 grams, 
will not be accepted. As the portion of the cans which are not accepted isthose cans
required to be no more than 1 %; P (x < 950) - 0.01.
is to find out the corresponding z score to the x value given as 950 gram. 1 %
Irea is at the left tail of the distribution below the mean.
= 0.01 In half area table, tlıis corresponds to
I r z < z < 0 ) = 05 - 0.01 = 0.49 => z, = - 2.23 This z score correspond to the
E,; SE given probnbiliıy it is understood that il is bel» ihe rne».
Second slep is to find oul tlıe mean by ndding 2.23 sl.«l..d derinden to the 9Î0 ns in the 
first step 950 gram is found as 2.23 Standard devıatıon below the mean.
a2 = 400 a = a/ 400 =20 (i = 950 + 2.23 (20) = 994.6p. = x + z a
950-//
-2.23 =Note that z = ( x -jı) / a is used, => 20
Attention: If the probabilily less than a value is TcZUTn normal
P ( x < 950 ) = 0.01, that \alı or greater than a m.
distribution proportion of ob*e^!*°nSf “^ dom variable greater than a value 
Similarly; if the PJ^^o.01 then, that value should be above
ean
is 0.5. 
is given as less than 0.5
the mean.
61 - The diameters of a circular machmery parts ^ ^ than 2.20 ıt
and Standard deviation 0.1 cm. If the diameters are 
impossible to use them in the assembly.
a - What is the proportion of goodparts^^unSs greater than 2.20:
If only 0.5 % of the parts are allorved ^ standard deviation?
b - Whal should be the mean diameter wı ?
c - What should be the Standard dev.at.on ıv.th the sa
89 jjl
SOLUTION
2.20-21.75-2 = 2.5= —2.5 Z 0.1-P( 1.75<x< 2.20) =* Z" 0.1a
P (1.75 < x < 2.20 ) - P ( - 2.5 < z < 2.5 ) 
= 0.4938 4-0.4938
= 0.9876
• ; 0.4938 0.4938 - A: ' •
2.2021.75
98.76 % is good parts, 1 - 0.9876 = 0.0124 1.24 % is serap parts.
b - n will be determined, a wül be kept as same and P (x > 2.20 ) = 0.005 is given. 
From half area table, z score corresponding to 2.20 is compuled as follows,
P(0<z<Z,) =0.5-0.005 = 0.495 => Zj-2.58
2.20-//
p = 2.20 - 2.58(0.1)= 1.9422.58 =
0.1
The machine which drills holes to parts should be adjusted to drill with a mean of 1.942 
given that the Standard deviation is 0.1 cm. so that only 0.5 % of the parts will have 
diameters över 2.20
C - p \vill be kept as same, a will be changed P (x > 2.20 ) = 0.005 is given. 
In part b z score corresponding to 2.20 is compuled as 2.58
2.20-2.00
2.58 = a = ( 2.20 - 2.00 ) / 2.58 = 0.0775a
The machine which drills holes to parts should have a Standard deviation of = 0.08 cm 
given that the mean is 2.00 
2.20.
cm. so that only 0.5 % of the parts will have a diameter över
90
v„
62 - Lifetime of a specific type of lightbulb is normally distributed with a Standard 
deviation of 220 hours. What is the probability that the lifetime of a randomly chosen 




Mean is unknown, Standard deviation is given as 220. Exceeding mean by more than 200 
s, the random variable lifetime x \vill take value more than p + 200.
That is probability that is asked is P ( p + 200 ). To find out this probability, wedo not need 
to know the mean because in normal distributions it ıs sufficıent to know the distance of the 
value of random variable to its mean that is given as more than 200 m the quesnon.
mean
!
(/i+200)-M- = 0.909P (x > \l+2 ) => z “ 220
200
0.3186
---- = 0.909.T Z -0.1814 220
P(z>0.91 ) = 0.5 -0.3186-0.1814.* - •* ' '
Mean+200Mean
0.909 zo
the distance of the random variable value to its mean in tenns of 
the distance is given as more than 200 hours to theNote that z score shows 
Standard deviation. İn this problem
and this is sufficient to find out z score.mean
distributions are normal and independent. 
a . wb», isto probabiliıp to. b«h salas 1» - — “ ““ ““
t -maus to - »*■» “ “
least 1 Standard deviation above theır means m a week.
SOLUTION
a - Number of machines installed by tat 
12 and Standard deviation 2. N (12 ; 2 )
representative is normally distributed with mean
91
ut event F be .he first representative installing more than 15 POS. P ( F) = P ( x > 15)
15-12
P (x> 15) => z=-------- - = l.5
2




Number of machines installed by second representative is nomıally distributed with mean 
15 and Standard deviation 2. N (15 ; 2)
Let event S be the second representative installing more than 15 POS. P ( S ) = P (x > 15)
P (x > 15) As the mean is 15
P(z>0) = 0.5 => P(S) = 0.5
15
Both sales representative will achieve to install more than 15 machines in a week is the
joint occurrence of event F and event S. As they are independent events llıeir joinl 
occurrence is;
P (F and S) = P(F).P(S) = (0.0668) (0.5) = 0.0334.
nart ÇAG Aut°maüon buys Precision Parts for a control device from MİS Machine. Each
-»£' ™ oZSirwMch "ers f"m 11 byparts should be defective. If MİS is 
variability (std. dev.) that 
normally distributed
SOLUTION
the mean. It mayte^tlhosU^Tthan \ ^ to the interval vvithin 1
by more than I mm is reauired to ^ raore than mean. As the parts which differ
mean values are considered as ripf^r ° 3nd 1 111111 less than and 1 mm more than 
and 1 % should be divided to 2. (oS/T^OOoŞ15 °f ^ dİStribution should ** considered
64-
no more than 1 percent of 
to satisfy the requirement, what is the maximum 




P(0 <z < z, ) =0.4950
From the half area table, z, = 2.575 
This z score is the average of 2.57 and 




P (-2.575 < z < 2.575 ) = 0.99
z=(x-p)/a=> 2.575= 1 /a
a = 1 / 2.575 = 0.388.
Standard deviation should be 0.388 if ÇAG requires that no more than 1 percent of parts 
differs ffoın \ı by more than 1 mm.
65 - Incorrectly assembled electroııic parts in a planı is nonnally distributed with an 
average of 14.5 for a day and Standard deviation is 1.25. If the number of parts which are 
incorrectly assembled is 2 Standard deviation above the mean, it is the signal of some 
problem in the assembly Iine that should be examined to take some precautions.
a - What is the number of incorrectly assembled parts that is determined as the tolerance 
limit?
b - What is the probability of exceeding tolerance limit?
SOLUTION
- The number of incorrectly assembled parts which correspond to 2 Standard deviation 
above the mean is the limit that is tolerated.
x = p + z a = 14.5 + 2 ( 1.25 ) = 17 If the number of incorrectly assembled parts in a 
given day is more than 17, according to the giveıı decision rule the assembly üne should be 
controlled.
a
b-P(x> 17) = P (z> 2 )







hich is normally distributed has a mean of66 - Average weekiy demand for a prod^ts ^ mauy shbuld be kept in inventory
* ensure 11,3111,6 probability of 11111111118 out of stock does
not exceed 0.025?
Forn0t “tokip is one of thebasic decisions in invenloıy policies. In above question 
oL rfthe criteria wWch is used to make this decision is given. Thal is; the company wants 
to enLe that the probabiüty of running out of stock does not exceed 0.025. In other words;
If x is the demand level. the amount of x which will be kept mmventozy is such a value 
that the probability of demand being greater than that value should be 0.025.
0.025 In halfama table z score ofx, vvlıich satisfıes tlıis condition is z,;P(X>x)=
= 1.96P(0< z< z,) = 0.5-0.025 = 0.4750 => Z,
x = p. + z ct = 250 + 1.96 (80) = 250 + 156.8 = 406.8
250+1.96(80)
ffthe amount of producl in the invenloıy for a \veek is 406.8 they \vill be able to satisfy the 
demand up to this demand level and in 97.25 % ( 1 - 0.025 = 0.975 ) of the weeks the
thpv^l 1S l° am0unt' *n ^ ^ 0//° ^ıe weeks the demand is above 406.8 and as 
they do not keep more than that amount for a week they will be in shorlage.
^KieS«^S7^d 3re met İS CaUed CUSl0mer service leveL ln tlîİS
94
■
67 - In a meeting of a commitlee of 50 members, 75 % are expected to attend What is the 
probability that at most 18 members will not attend to the meeting?
SOLUTION
n = 50
p => proportion of members who do not attend =0.25 
q => proporlion of members who attend = 0.75 
x => Number of members who do not attend.
From binomial cumulative probability table
P(x <18) = 0.9713
If both np £ 5 and nq > 5, Binomial distribution can be approximated by Normal 
distribution. E (x) = n.p = \x V (x) = n.p.q
When p is 0.50, binomial distribution becomes a symmetrical distribution. Hence if p is 
closer to 0.50 and if n is large, binomial probability distribution is better approximated by 
normal probability distribution.
Expected number and Standard deviation of the members who do not attend to the meeting
ıs;
a = V9.375 = 3.06E (x) = 50 x 0.25 = 12.5 V (x) = 50 x 0.25 x 0.75 = 9.375
18-12.5
= 1.797= 1.80P (x < 18 ) => z score corresponding to 18 is z = 3.06
P (x < 18 ) = P (z < 1.80)




probabilityThe probability foımd as 0.9641 by normal approsimation is very close to the 
\vhich is 0.9713 obtained by binomial distribution.
95
68 - It has been observed in accounting deparünent of a company that, out of 100 payroll 
check, 10 are prepared incorrectly. If 250 payroll checks will be prepared in a given month, 
what is the probability that less than 20 payroll checks will be incorrect?
SOLUTION
10
Proportion of incorrectly prepared payroll checks is p =----= 0.10 n = 250
100
By using binomial probability ftmction;
P(x< 15) = 0.017508
However as np > 5 and nq > 5; it is possible to approximate it by normal distribution
n.p = 250 x 0.10 = 25 and n.q = 250 x 0.90 = 225.
E (x) - n.p - p - 25 V (x) = n.p.q = 250 x 0.10 x 0.90 = 22.5 = 4.743a =
15-25P (x < 15) z score corresponding to 15 is z = = -2.11
4.74
P(x< 15) = P(z<-2.11)





.ta Ptataging machine 5 % of
oııe kg cube sugar padkages are prodicT ® ^ 3 production 2000
96
?—- SOLUTION
i a - E ( x) = 2000 x 0.05 = 100 Std- dev- = V2000 x 0.05 x 0.95 = 
b - Binomial probability distribulion can be approximated by
E(x) = nxp = p =100 V(x) = nxpxq =ct2 = 95
9.745
normal distribution.
<?= V95 = 9.746
80-100P (x > 80) => z score corresponding to 80 is z = “ = -2.05
9.746
P (x > 80) = P (z > -2.05)
= 0.5 + 0.4798
= 0.9798
70-
a - How many coupons are expected to be received back? 
b - What is the probability of receiving at least 780 coupons?
4
SOLUTION
a - E ( x) = 1000x0.75 = 750 coupons are expected to be received back. 
b - Binomial probability distribution can be approximated by normal distribution. 
E ( x) = \ı = 750 V (x ) = ct2 = 95 ct= Vl87.5 = 13.69
780-750P (x < 780) => z score corresponding to 780 is z = = 2.19
13.69
P (x < 780) = P(z< 2.19)
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